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immmmmn
One of %h� hopeful ei^e of otm timet ie a retuz^ by
leading theoXagioal thinlmrs to an i^haala on the oentrality
of the Bible* %#Qlogy la onoe a^aln being grafted on to
ita biblioal root*"^ Conaex^ativea have inaiated ths*ough
the years that the Bible la the **infaXlible rule for faith
and praotiee," m4. rejoice that the theological pendulum
is airiiigifig back in this direction*
lonever, in spite of a conviotion abotst the Importance
of the Bible^ whether renewed or continuing^ there la a wlde->
appead lack of vital Bible study on the part of Christian
people* For many professing Christians and church members �
the Bible has littla real value. Usually they will not admit
this, feeling that to do so would be a sort of sacrilege*
But if they were <|uite frank they would have to admit that
they get little help trom the Bible � and do not read It regu
larly* Othera make it a point to read a chapter every day,
but ilien Qucistioned about tibe help they receive fr<M their
reading � they are vague send imoertain*
(Jharles Richard Eberhardt, The Bible in %}m Making
of Ulnlstars (Hew yorkj AssooiatlonTress, i9l?}7*�� �
8 John ^therland Bonnell, gsyohology for Pastor and
l^eoy^lf (Sew York: larper � Brothers''"Mll8hers7^�*i p ."TCl .
2PosaibXy one reason for this situation is tlmt though
Christians have heen told what to do they have not been suf
ficiently taught why and how they shoxald do it. They have
not been given inspiration and instruction in adequate
methods of studying and teaohing 0od�s l^rd to the point
where it becomes triay functional in CSiristian living and
thinking.
I. ffll PHOBLBM
Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of this
thesis to demonstrate in specific ways the important of
adequate Bible st ^dy as a part of the Christian education
of young people, and to describe and Illustrate the inductive
method as a key to this type of study.
Importance of the study. Consideration will now be
given to the two main reasons for the importance of a study
of this nature, (a) the inportance of the Bible, and (b)
the importance of young people.
The Bible is important, in the first place, because
of its imiquely beneficial effect i^on all aspects of civili
sation.
"lold fast to the Bible as the ^eet anchor of our
liberties," said president arant, "write its precepts
on your hearts, and praotioe them in your lives. To
the influence of this Book we are indebted for the
progress made In true civilisation, and to this we
3must look as our guide in the future.**�
The 3?eason for the Bible's transforming effect vtpon
the life of the world lies in the faot that this Book Is
of divine origin.
Biblioal atudy is the most l^ortant of all studies,
for it is a atudy of the ^rd of God, whioh contains a
divine revelation of redemption to the world. Sowhere
else can such a redemption be found save where it has
been derived from this fountain soicree or from those
sacred persons, institutions, and events presented to
us in the Bible. Ihe Bible is the chief source of the
Christian religion. Christian theology, and Christian
life. il:iile other aecondary and stibsidiary sources
may be used to advantage in connection with this
principal source, they cannot dispense with it. For
the Bible contains tb^ revelation of redamption; the
Messiah and Els kingdom are the cental theme; its
varying contents lead by myriads of paths in converg-
ing lines to the throne of the God of grace. The Bible
is the sure way of life, wisdom, and blessedness.*^
If a elvilixatlon is to survive and progress.. It
must be a civilisation that is rooted In the Bible.
The Bible has had ita profound effect upon civilisa
tion chiefly through the instrtmientality of the Christian
church. Because of its effect upon the life of the church,
it is doubly true that the Bible is important �
ISienever the church has experiened revivals of faith,
it has been due to a resurgence of emphasis on the Bible .
And whenever the church has suffered from false teaohing.
^ Wilbert 'A, mitm, Itey Reed the Bible? (Hew Yorkj
Grosset & Bunlap, 1931), p.'"lefeo.
* Charles Augustus Brlggs, Biblical study (Hew York?
Charles Scribner�e Son, 1892), p.
4or h&a been oharaoterised by a Xaok of power, tbe cause
has been a lack of vital faith in Ood�8 lord*� Dr. Henry
Jowett, great Bible expositor, has expressed the sitiiation
in parabolic form. %�aking of Scarborou^, a resort on
the coast of England, he said:
About one hundred years ago it was just a little
fishing village, with twenty or thirty or fifty
people living there, then these people discovered
a spring, and this little spring was fotmd to have
healing and medicinal properties. People began to
come to the spring from far and wide to find healing
from their pains and weakness. &hen the people
began to come, they thought they should maike the
place more attractive, so they began to build
things around the spring . fbey built what they
called the Spa, a long promenade, and then they
built a concert room, then a theater, then a restau
rant, fhey built so many things aroxind that spring
that the spring has been forgotten, and I dare say
of the hundred thousand people who go to scarbough
now, not one of the �very thousand knows the spring
exists. The very thing that gave it birth has been
crowded out. !Ihat is to say, the addenda have
crowded out the great spring.
Here is the spring of the Word�the Word of life,
at which the nations must drink, and my fear, my
anxiety is that the additions to the modern chureh
shall be crowding out the important things . �
The danger, he made clear, is not in the multiplying
activities, as such. The point is that the church and its
� Klmer George Homrighausen, Attend to Your Reading
(New York City j American Bible Society, Dec. 13, 194^), p. 4.
^ Eberhardt, o�. oit. , p. 100, lOX, citing H^iite,
^he Papers , Articles. ancTEemorabllia of gilbert W. miite.
Vol. 11, part 2, Sec. iTpp. 2,3.
5labors must be energised by the word of God.
The Bible, then, oan be a tremendous foroe in
B^ulding eivilisation and in producing in the ohureh
spiritual living and effective service. But this will be
the case only if it occupies a oentral place in the life
of the churf^. There must be, not only biblical preaching
and teaching, but vital Bible study on the part of the
church members themselves.
Pastors and church vorlcers should make it a
point to develop in individuals a vital attachment
to the Bible. 1%>e strength of a church depends ulti
mately upon the ability of Its maimers to possess a
religious life on their own initiative.�
We come now to the second reason for the importance
of the present sttidy. If it is important that the Bible
be studied effectively, it is imperative that it be sttidied
effeetively by young people, because of their strategic
importance In the life of the world and of the church.
Youth is important in relation to tbe world of today
aM tomorrow. For proof of this one need only glance at
such varied phenomena as the modem missionary movement,
prohibition, the Hitler regime. Youth for Christ, and the
Young Communists* Each was or is tremendously influential
for good or evil; the backbone of each was or Is young
^ Eberhardt , 0�. oit., p. 100, citing Jihlte, loc. cit.
9 Homrighausen, 0�. c.lt., p. 10.
6people* Youth is fitted for the detcrailnation of great
issues heoause of its vigorous mental power and enthusias-
tio idealism.� I^e oai^ises whioh win the youth of the
world will win the world*
Since youth is important in relation to the world
of today and tomorrow, it is also iso^ortant in relation
to the church of today and tomorrow. A high regard for
youth is founded on sound considerations. If the church's
message is to be effective in the world, that message must
have an early and growing effect lapon the lives of its
young people. In fact, if there Is to be a church tomorrow ,
then there must be young people in the church today. The
very existence of the church is dependent upon a process of
recruit ing frcaa the continual strem of youth as It arises.^
The strength of a church , therefore , should be measured,
not in terms of the size of its membership, or its financial
stattas, but by the number of children and young people who
are active in its program. Young people are the "potential"
of the church. That itoioh makes the difference between
success and failure In the church is whether or not young
" Leigh E. Mudge, The Psychology of Later Adolescence
(Hew Yorkt The Caxton Press, 1926), pT 257
^�O Hevin C. Earner, Youth Work in the Ghwch (Hew York:
Abingdon-Ookesbury Press, 1942), p. 5.
H Sylvester T. Lxidwlg , Youth and the Church (Kansas
City, Mo.t Nasarene Publishing Mouse, n.SrT", pp. fe, 10.
7people are relaailag Into it their potential energy.*^
If the ohureh oan meet adequately the ehalleage and oppor
tunity of its youth , there will be a chureh In the future,
a chureh iftiich ia making an effective contribution to the
life of the world.****
In view of the ii^ortanoe of Bible study and the
importance of young people, it is the purpose of the present
study to inspire and instruct in the leading of young people
into fruitful studying of 0�d�s Word.
II. �IPIHIflOSS OF TERMS mm
Christian education* The term, Christian education,
can be used in several ways. According to Vieth, it Is
*�the process by whleh persons are confronted with and con-
trolLa by the OhrLtlan go.pel.-" Thl. would m.k. th.
term applieabl� to both cairistlans and non-Christians. How
ever, this study is concerned mainly with young people who
12 Sylvester T. Ludwig, Youth and the Church
(Kansas City, Missouri: Masarene Publishing House, n.d. ,
pp. 9, 10.
Percy E. Kayward and Roy A. Burkhart , Young People* a
Method In the Church (Uew York t The Abingdon Press, 19^^),
14 Paul Herman Vieth, The Chureh and Christian
Education (St. Louis, Missouri V Bethany Press, 194^), p. 52.
ar� OhFistlans, having raceaivad Christ and beooiae ahlldran
of Ood.l^ Aooordlngly, the term Christian ednoatlcn is
used in this study to refer to the spiritual development
of Christian young people.
Toung |>eople. The term, young people, has also been
used in Christian eduoatlon In several ways. It has been
used to denote the entire youth division, oonslsting of
early adolescents, middle adolescents, and later adolescents ^
and called intermediates, seniors, and young people. The
term has also been used to refer only to t^e third depart
ment of the youth division, the later adolescents, ages
el^teen through twenty?fo^KP.^''' It is in the latter and
more restricted sense that the term is used in this study.
III. nmim of the LiTERATimE
Literature on Hiductive Bible study and teaching .
Finding that In many seminaries the English Bible was hidden
behind creeds and dogmas or lost in critloal theories, and
that all too often It was lecttired at or preached into
the defenseless student, wilbert Webster ihite became a
1� John ltl2.
3.6 Mayer, o�. cit., pp. 6, 7.
1*^ James ?. fhoaqpson. Handbook for Workers With
Yomig People (Sew York: ^e AHngdon fresa," 1W)7TT 16.
9pioneer In Introducing the Inductive spirit and method
to the seminaries of America.^� l^en he died, he left the
world a "veritable mountain" of papers ,1� his own writings
and a collection of writings tvom other sources. Some of
his writings, including various book studies and disser
tations on method, were published In booklet form.^^ A
mass of papers was sorted and edited by Everhardt into a
compilation of material relevant to the method, and entitled
*the Papera , Articles, and Memorabilia of Wilbert W. Milte.^^
Literature explaining the method in relation to
Bible study Is comparatively acarce, the technique having
spread mainly throu^ students of The Biblical Seminary In
Eberhardt , o�. cit., p. 133.
1� Ibid., p. �.
2^ ISHlbert W. mhite. The Forerunner of a Manual on
the Highway to Mastery or HoiTTo'^tudy ^AlbanyT Frank h7
Baory & Co., 1950), 35 pp.
, The Divine Library� Its Abuse and Use or
How to Study the^lBIe CKew lork Cityi IniernationiX Com-
mittee of Young'llen' a Christian Associations, n.d. , 15 pp.
� Studies in Old Testament Characters (Hew
Torks The ^Cntemational CoimTttee of Young Men*s Christian
Associations, 1904), 48 pp.
. Studies in the Gospel of John (New York:
The International Committee of'"1?oung Men<s Christian Asso
ciations, 1901), 50 pp.
^3- Eberhardt, o^ oit.. pp. 9-12.
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Hew Torlc, founded by tstolte. However, several belpful worka
on the aubjeot have been produced by oollaboratora and euo-
oeaaora In the field*
sweet contributed an escposltlon of Inductive method
aa applied to various approaches to the Bible. Eulst
elucidated and developed the method, showing Its relationship
with methodology in both the arts and the sciences. Iberhardt
wrote an Interpretative account of Stiite's lirework, present-
ing th. hl.tory �d .Ignlfioenc, �f th. �ove..nt.24 G.tty�
has written several helpful study and teaching guides*
One of the moet recent contributions tc the field is $ralna*s
detailed eacplanatlon of methods to be iised in the study and
teaehing of the Bible
Limitations of j^Tmjo'Vm studies. There is ne^ed for
a treatment of inductive Bible study which includes both t^e
82 x,ouls Matthews Sweet, The ^tudy of the English
Bible . �ew York* Association Press, Jl'�l4, stT'pp.
2S Howard Tillman Kulst, 'mese Sbrds %on fhy Beart
(Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1947), IS^ pp.
�* Eberhardt� op. oit.
25 Joseph M* Gettys, How to ^Joy Studying the Bible
(Richmond , Virginia t John Knox frees, 1946), 52 pp .
, How to Teach the Bible {Richmond, Virginia :
John Knox Press, 19i�Tr,"T63 pp.
86 RobeP* A. Tralna, gethod in Bible Study and Teaohing
(tJitpublished work, 1951), 848 pp.
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ohalleng� of vmklng Blblo central, and an eaqpoaition
of method which combinee precept and example j a presenta
tion suited to inspire and instruct the new-comer to the
method. Kuist has developed in a masterful way the basic
principles. Traina and sweet have provided thorough, tech
nical treatments. The work of Gettys Is a step toward meeting
the need for a popular and practical presentation.
fhe present study seeks to furnish the necessary
challenge by elaborating upon the central ity of the Bible
in life, and then presents the inductive method by means
of a brief exposition and a concrete example.
1?. ORGANXZATIOH OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS
In Chapter II the importance of Bible study by Chris
tian young people is discuaaed froir the biblical and then
from the psychological standpoint. Chapter III explains
the need of an adequate method of Bible study and then
describes the inductive method and demonstrates Its adequacy
for young people. Chapter I? includes an exaBople of inductive
study and teaching, baaed several actual class sessions.
Chapter V summarises and concludes the study.
THE mpcmkm^ op adequate bibli btwy m omi^iks
roma fiopli
I, TO FIILFILL 000 'S PROGBAIi FOR THM AS GHRISTIAHS
(THB Bim^IOAl, BASIS)
Siae� the Bible 1� our Infallible rule of faith and
practloe. It Is to be expected that the Bible Itself fur
nish some guidance for studying its content* This my
appear to be reasoning in a cicle, until one begins to
search for another basis* Should the primary basis be
psychological? But psychology can only conflm and illumine
our standard* The standard itself should come from God,
not from man*
The way we shall go about determining such a basis
is first to consider the biblioal picture of the nature
of Christian education, and then proceed from there to see
where Bible study fits In as an instrument of Christian
education* We shall depend upon the New Testament primarily
for our conception of Christian education, the latter being,
as its title indicates, primarily a New Testament phenomenon*
The Old Testament will be especially helpful in determining
the use of the Word as an instrument � Quotations will be
from the American Standard Version unless otherwise dootmiented*
X3
A, WB BIBLIOAL VIK� OF THE HATIJilE OF GHBISTIAH BDUGATIOK
Flr�t, %h�n, what is Christian adueationt To answer
this question we shall need to answer another one, '^lihat is
the ftmotion of the oburoh?** As we shall see in our study
of the Mew Testament, the funotion of the c^uroh is two
fold! evangelism, or the completing of the body of Ohrist,
and nurture, or the perfecting of the body of cairist . These
terms describe the human side of divine processes, evangelim�
leading to spiritual birth and nurture encouraging spiritual
growth* How, where does Christian education fit in? One
could use the term to refer to both functions, evangelism
and nurture , or only to the funotion of nurture . Since In
this st\2dy we are primarily ooncerned with Christian young
people , we shall use it as meaning only ntirture , and con
sider the first aspect, evangelism, a pre-requlslte to
Christian education*
Preceded by spiritual birth. To be a candidate , then,
for Christian education, one must be reborn � The pre
requisite for spiritual growth is spiritual birth. The first
responsibility of the chxirch is to preach the gospel and
lead people to be saved and baptised *1 After that will come
the process of teaching them to observe the teachings of
1 Matthew 38:19
14
ChrXttt on the Christian llfe.*^ Th� Pharisee who came to
discuss with Jesus the things of Ood was brought face to
face with the fact that the important thing was to be
born anew. Otap Lord rebuked him because he, a teacher of
Israel, was ignorant of this basic truth The longing
for spiritual milk which fosters growth is a characteristic
of one who is newbcwrn,* and the pressing on to perfection,
or full growth, does not come until one has laid the
foundations of repentance and faith.� If the unbeliever
is so blinded by the god of this world that even the
light of the gospel does not dawn upon him,^ how can such
a person be led on to grasp the breadths and lengths and
depths and heists?''' Spiritual things are foollsness to
him, because he Is not spiritual�he simply cannot know
th�s,S To know the things of God. he must have, not the
spirit of the world, but the spirit which is from God.
And this will come only as he allows the Spirit to regenerate
Matthew 28t20
� John 3:1-10
* I Peter 2t2
^ Hebrews 6jl
� II Corinthians 4t4
Epheslans 3:18, 19
^ Ipheslans 2:14
� SIphesians 8:12
15
him, ao that ha it boi�n anew.*"
Followed bj a]&iritiial growth. But if our eandidate
for Christian eduoation has been led to aooept (^rist, and
by receiving Him has become a child of Qod,^^ then he is
ready to be more and more enlightened about the hope of
his calling�the riches of the glory of God's inheritance
in him, a saint, and God*8 tremendous power toward him, a
believer.^^ For he has been born into the family of Ood,
and is therefore an heir of God, and a joint heir with
Christ .2-3 With this great new relationship and with these
vast new possessions, he has a destiny to fulfill. No
less than the fulfillment of this destiny is what is in
volved in Christian education. Christian growth is a re
newing and transforming of people by God from the corrupted
beings they have become into the glorious beings He had
planned for them to be, xintil that climactic moment when,
spotless, without even a tiny wrinkle In her shining wed
ding garments, the bride, congposed of all Christians, will
appear, and Christ will present to Himself the object of
His consuming love and shed blood, a glorious church .^^
1^ John 3:5
11 John ltl2
IS** �^heaians IjlS, 19
IS
Romans 8 $16, 17
1* i^hesians 5:25-27
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In avt And vonder at Hla marralona prciiriaion, let
ue saapob the Hew featament for further ll|^t on the
meaning of Christian eduoatlon.
Our Lord eicplained the process in pictorial
language j
I am the true vine, and my Father Is the vine
dresser* Every branch in me that bears no fruit,
he takes away? and every branch that bears fruit
he cleans, that it may bear more fruit. Already
you are clean�throu^ th� teaching i^ioh I have
given you. Continue in me, and let me continue in
you. 4s the branch cannot bear fruit of itself if
it does not continue in the vine, so you cannot if
you do not continue In me. I am th� vine, you are
the branches, le who continues in me Snd I in him
bears abitndfnt fruit | for apart from me you can
do nothing**^
Faul used a similar figure, and then changed it:
... you are a field under God's cultivation,
or, if you like, a house being built to his plan.
I, like an architect who knows his job, by the
grace God has given me. lay the foundation; some
one else builds upon it. I only say this, let the
builder be careful how he builds I Ihe Foundation
is laid already, and no one can lay another, for
it is Jesus Christ himself. ... 1�
And to continue the latter figures
... �^^you belong now to the household of God.
Firmly beneath you is the foundation, j^ecial
Messengers and Prophets, the acttial Foundation-
stone being Jesus himaelf � In him each separate
15 John ISsl-S, Richard Francis Weymouth, ^e Hew
Testament in Ko<iern 3^eech (Boston: The pilgrom Pros87^944),
1� I Corinthians Sj9-ll, J. B. Phillips, Letters
Toung Churches (Hew York: The MacMillan Company,
rSiSO), 250 pp.
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piece of MX&lm iaPop�*'ly fitting into ite
neigbber, gro�� together into � t�i8pl� eoneeora**
ted to aod* Ton are all part of this bMlding
in nhiob Ood liwielf liirea l&f hl� %ii�it�*7
Bisoh a gutmth means the answer to fanl's prayer that
Ood will
� * � strengths y&n mightily thv<m0i his Spirit
in yow inner nattope* � � yow roots must be deep
and yotir fovtndatiofis �troi3g� ao that you and all
Ood* a poople may be atrong enoti^ to grasp what
breadth^ lang^, hei^t� and depth mean, and to
understand (Shriat*a loww, ao far beyotid our under*
standing, so that you laay be filled with the very
fulness of Ood#'�'�
It also meant the anawer to C^ist*t prayer,
� � � Let them all be oiae* Jtaist aa you^ Father,
are in union with me and X am with yott. let th�a
be in mim with ua� � � I in union with them and
you with ttO', that they may be perfeetly \inified�*�^9
A ollttaac it reaohed in one of t^e greatett figures
of allt
Stow fmi are together in the Body of Ohrist^
and individually you are ���^ers of Bim� � �
As the hmm body, whioh has many parts, is a
unltTi those fmt%�m dotplte their mt^tiplloity,
oooq^rito one t^K^o body, so it is with the Bodyof CSirist � � ? '
1^ fphoaiant �8l�-tsi, phlllipt
1� Iphotiaxit 3tl6�lt, Idgar Qood�peed, and others,
th� OoMtplete, Bible � An Amorioan frai^alation (dhioagor th�
filvertlty of iiiiOago^i*^��', li49')', "^w^'^W*"'
^9 Johxi I7t8l*84, Ooodtpeod
�0 I Oorinthiaiit ltt87, Fhiltlipt
*1 ispheaiatit 4tlli-lS, Fhillip*
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His "gifts unto men* were varied. Some he
made Speoial Messengers, some prophets, sc^e
preachers of the Gospel | to some he gave the power
to guide and teach his people. His gifts were
made that Christians might be properly equipped
for their service, that the whole Body might be
biailt up until the time comes when, in the unity
of common faith and common knowledge of the Son of
God, we arrive at real maturity� that measure of
development whioh Is me&at by "the fulness of
Christ t***�
. ? . We are meant to" � . � grow up in every way
into camrist, the Head. For It Is from the Head
that the whole Body, as a harmonious structure
knit together by the Joints with which it is pro
vided, grows by the proper functioning of iQcli*
vidua! parts to its full maturity in love.�*^
In significant passages such as these are the keys
to the meaning of Christian education, lihat kind of a
process is Christian education? It is a growth whose promi
nent feat tares are increasing unity, and Inoreaaing strength
and stability. We notice first, then, that it is an on
going process whiish tcamiot be accomplished without an in
creasing unity, fhe branches are pruned and bear fruit .
The field is cultivated, and grows and bears fruit. The
house, each piece fitting Into the next, grows into a holy
temple. The body, ministered to by each part, is knit to
gether and grows. As a part and result of this process,
the disciples become perfectly unified . We notice further
that it is a process of becoming stable and strong�an
inner strengthening of roots and foundations so that the
Ephesians 4:11-15, Phillips
25 Ephesians 4jlS, 16, phlllipa
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�up�r�truoture oan paaob vep and Ibtegln to embpaoe the vast
heights and depths of Christian easperlence, begin to ex
perience what it really means to be filled with the very
fmlness of Ood*
We have already received a hint of the ansi.�er to
our next query, lhat is the purpose of iltiristian education?
The result of this growth, this Inoreaaing unity and stabi
lity is maturity, a maturity which Involes full union with
Christ* It is described in terms of *real maturity�that
measure of develop�ent which is meant by *the fulness of
Christ** � * grow up in every way Into Christ, the Head
� * * I in union with them, and you with me."
And what Is the source of this process of growth
toward maturity? None other than the Triune God. The
Father is the vine-dresser, the head of the household, the
o�ner of the building, the cultivator of the field* The Son
is the vine without which the branches can do nothing; the
foundation of the building on which the stones rest, the
head of the body which controls the members � The spirit
Indwells and strengthens the heart of things.
Christian education is God's program, to be executed
by God's power, for God's glory. iBhat else can we do as we
contemplate this matchless divine plan than echo Paul's ex
clamation, "0 tha depth of the riches both of the wisdom
and the knowledge of Godl*^*
Romans 11}33
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Having eataffiilnad vliat tha Bible h&e to aay oonoeming
the nattxre of Chriatlan eduoatlon, let ua find out what it
aaya ooneeming the function of the Blhle in this prooesa
of grovth toward uiaturity.
B. THE BIBLICAL VIEW OP BIBLE STUDY AS AN INSTRUMENT
OP CfiRISTIAN SDUCATION
Bxamlning the Old Testament concerning the topic
in hand, we diaoover first of all that the sltuatlona dif
fered in these two eras of Ood's program. In Old Testament
times, the people were taught chiefly through the Instru
mentality of men of Ood�mainly Moses, the law-giver, and
the prophets � As these teaohlngs were written down, they
eventually shaped themaelves into what we now recognise aa
the Old Testament scriptures � Thus it was that a body of
literature rather than persons became God's Instrtsnent in
the education of His people � In New Testament times, the
Old Testament of course was studied, but the chief �aphasis
was shifted to the gospel and the new teachings derived
therefrom. The New Testament itself was at first trans
mitted orally through men of God, apostles, prophets and
teachers . It was only after the New Testament period that
these teachings too were col3e oted and placed as the dis
posal of every one. But, beoauae this tranaltlon into writ
ing occurred for the most paj*t after the New Testament period
rather than during it, the New Testament says less about
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studying ths BibXe than does the Old festament. fhe
reaaon for thia la that In Old Testament times the writing
prooess was more advanoed before the oanon was oomplete.
Along with this discovery we shall make a corres
ponding discovery regarding the terms used to refer to the
Bible* The Old Testament references to the Scripture are
often technical and definite� ^law*', ^testimony", "judgment",
"word"� The Kew Testament, on the other hand, usually means
try "word" not the New Testament books , but simply the gospel
message and teaching � However, since the latter became the
content of our New Testament , we shall still be able to
regard the term as referring to our New Testament �
Yet another significant difference should be noted
between the times of the Old Testament, the New Testament,
and the present. The Old Testament saints depended chiefly
upon a book; the New Testament saints upon the Holy ^Irltj
we today can depend upon both. \Shat an unparalleled privi
lege is ours, instead of the far-off glimpses of the
promises afforded the Old Testament aaints^ we have the
entire Bible, Old and New Testament, with its couplet e
picture of redemption, of the plan of salvation as it centers
in the cross of Christ. And not only do we possess the Book,
but alao, alnce Pentecost, we have indwelling us the Teacher
�5 Hebrews litis
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who can reve&l Its mminB u�; the Spirit who searches
the deep things of 0od is available to guide us tmto all
truth,�� ?8iat would our lives be like were we to begin to
appropriate our pbasesslons in Oxristf^?
fo help us find the answer to that question we turn
now to the word to see what it has to say about itself as
an instruHaent of christian education. First, let us in
quire into the function of the Bible in Christian education,
and thsn into the methods nhich enable this funotion to
become real in our lives*
lhat the Bible can do for the Christian. In the
first place, the Bible instructs. There are certain things
whleh we must know in order to grow, le need to be Instructed
about ood'. r.quir.m.nt. t>�for. o.n k..p th...^ fh.
Scripture is useful for teaohing us these things It is
like a 1mm t illumining for us the way in which we should
However, Bible st^dy should Im^Ntrt not only instruetion,
26 I Corinthian* 2il0
^"^ jrohn 15:13
^� Fsalffl 119:33, 34
2^ I Timothy 3:16
�� Psalm 119jl06
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but ft vital illUBisation ooncemiag dlvloa truth. Though
the potentiality for spiritual understanding is given us
when �e are bom anew, the prooess has only begun* Paul,
after rejoicing that the Ephesians had heard the message
of truth and believed it,�l prayed that God would give
them spiritttal wisdom and Insight In the knowledge of God,
and that the "eyes of their heart" would be enlightened
concerning their new privileges .^^ The Christian needa
to pray that the Lord will increasingly open his eyes,
that he may behold wondrous things out of God's law. *^
He needs an inner awareness of the reality of God's truth
before he can grow as he should �
Closely akin to this illumination is what might be
termed the power of discernment . Paul rejoiced at the
good beginning the Phillppians had made but urged them to
go on In a love that abotmded more and more in knowledge and
all discernment, so that they would be able to approve the
things that are excellent�or as the margin renders it, dis
tinguish the things that differ.�� The Christian, by his
*1 Ephesiana 1:13
^� Iphesiana 1:17, 18
3� Psalm 119:18
Phillppians 1:3-6
*� Philippiaaa lt9, 10
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new blPth, has entered the realm of the aplrltnal, the
Invleible, and aniet not forget that he Is in a warfare
far more serious than a warfare of flesh and blood- -he
is actually struggling against the world-rulers of dark
ness, against the spiritual hosts of wickedness.�^ There
fore his weapons must be mighty before God, the kind of
weapons that can oast down strongholds , and reasonings ,
and evex*y high thing that is exalted against the knowledge
of God, and bring even thoughts into obedience to Ohrist.�"^
One cannot combat these inaidious forces until he has
arrived at the place where he is no longer swayed by every
paas ing wind of doctrine, by the adroitness of men who are
dextrous in devising evil. He who wages successful war
fare has learned to hold to the truth |�� he sees things
from God's point of view because he possesses spiritual
understanding and insight.�� This is characteristic of the
Christian who has so progressed In his uiklerstanding of the
Word that he is able to discern good and evll,*^ and feed
�� Ephesians 6:12
^'^ II Corinthians 10 j4, 5
�� Ephesians 4:14, 15, James Moffat, A Mew Translation
of the Bible (Hew York: Harper & Brothers PuBl IsEers, 1955),
SS"9 pp.
�9 colossiana 1:9
*� Hebrews 5s44
on the "eolld food", the deeper teaohlngs of the mrd*^
In the garden, ^e had an encounter with the Invi
sible, but to hep undiseeming eye. It seemed quite a
simple, visible matter�the eating of a piece of tempting
fruit. It would taste good, it was attractive, and it
would make her wise. Her downfall was complete when she
allowed Satan's words, "Tea, hath God said? ..." to in
fluence her into ignoring God's Ibrd. In doing so, she
plunged herself and the htmtan race into unending misery
and 8in.*2
Jesus, on the other hand, knew the significance of
God's Word, and His unfailing reaction to temptations far
more severe and subtle than that of Eve, was a fIm, "It Is
written." fhe bread would not only have tasted good, but
was sorely needed. The phenomenon of His caating himself
from the plneoole of the temple without harm would have
brought quick fame. And to be ruler of the kingdoms of the
world in one mcaaent�what a aweoping and painless victory
that would be I But Jesus was so steeped in Old Testament
Scripture that He was able to discern the true signlf ieanee
and far-reaching implications of Satan ? s offers . He re
sisted temptation by asserting the Biblioal prlneiplo which
*I Hebrews 5:14
*8 Genesis 5:1-19
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H� knew �aa vlelatad in each oaae. fxnily He had learned
to live "by every word that prooeedeth out of the mouth
of God."'*�
The Mble 8ti�ient who advanoes in this kind of dis-
oernment will find that the Bible will not only interpret
to him the true nature of things around him, but also will
reveal to him the true state of his own inner heart-life.
How often has a Christian been hiaabled before the mirror
of God's Word on beholding what manner of man he really
was,** and disoovering that the meditations of his heart
were not acceptable in God's sl^t God wants truth in
the inward parts*� and yet so often we are unconscious of
the evil that is there, for "the heart is deceitful above
all things . . . who can know it?"*'''. . . "Who can discern
his errors ,
" that he may be cleansed from "hidden faults?"*�
How thankful we should be that God has provided an instru
ment whioh is profitable for reproof,*^ a "living thing.
43 Matthew 4jl-ll
** James 1|2S, 24
*S Psalm 19:14
*6 psalm Sit 6
Jeremiah 17:9
*8 Psalm 19:18
*� II Timotl^ 5:16
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active and jaore eutting tJmn any aword with double edge,
penetrating to the very division of soul and spirit,
Joints and marrow�sorutlniKing the very thot^ts and
conceptions of the heart ."^^
A good summary of what the Bible can mean to the
CSiristian is Faul�s ejchortation to fimothy in which he
maintained that scripture was profitable for Heaohing
the faith and correcting error, for resetting the direction
of a man's life and training him In good living."�!
The more <me takes advantage of this Book, the more
evident is its usefulness as an Instrument of Christian
educatlonj for its results are those �*ilch we found were
characteristic of true Caaristlan education.
For instance, it stimulates growth. "Wherever that
Oospel goes, it pro�iuo#s (Sirletlan character, and developa
it . . . as it does Its work in the hearts of belie
vers.^� To the Ohrietian who cultivates such things as
Bible .tudr .111 CO.. pr�gr�s. �hieh U .rldent to
If we take care to plant and water, God will make the
SO fiabrews 4:12, Moffat
H Timothy 3jl6, Fhlllips
52 Oolossian* 1:6, Phillips
55 It ^essalonAAna 1 :15, Goodspeed
S* II Timothy 4ti5
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plants gifow.^� In the aeoond place, this growth of the
individtial cairistian resiats in frtait-bearing, contribut
ing to the unified effort of the Body to build itself vp
in love* The man t^o is planted by the streams of the
law of the Lord brings forth fruit.�� Branches which are
ol.�n�.a �, th. wprd bring forth �or. fruit .8' The good
ground which receives the Word brings forth fruit a himdred-
fold, sixtyfold, and thirtyfold.�� ^e man of God who
equips himaelf with the Scripture is adequate for every
good work.�� Christians exhort and build each other up
with the teaohlngs of the Bible.
in the third place, this growth la characterized by
a strengthening sind stabilising. ^*e man delighting in the
law of the Lord Is like a tree, in that he Is planted by
the rivers of nater, rather than like chaff which blows
about in the wind.�! Because the law of God is in his heart.
�� I Corinthians 5t7, Goodspeed
�� Fsalm ItS
John 15 iS
�Q Matthew 13:23
�� II Timothy 3:16, 17
�^ I Thessalonians 5:11
�3. psalm 1:5, 4
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none of hie eteps shell slide."*^ Be is strong in tho
Lord, and in the power of his aiight, heeauae he earries
with him the sword of the %>irit, the lord of Ood.�� With
the trnth of God as his shield and hnokler, he is strong
a6.1n.t .plrltuia .nar.s ^ p..tlleno�.M th, h.ro.. of
the eleventh chapter of Hebrews saw the promises only from
afsp off, but nevertheless, saw them, and greeted them,^
and as a restalt "subdued kingdoms, wrou^t righteousness,
obtained prcnnises, stopped the mouths of lions, quenohed
the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the sword, from
weakness were made strong, waxed mi^ty in war . . . ."
The Hebrew Clhristians, after they were enlightened, endured
a great conflict of sufferings.�*^ Jesus likened those who
heard and obeyed his words to a man whose house was built
upon a rook and could not be laoved by wind or flood, for
it was founded on rock.�� 'The man with a fainting aoul
will find hope in God^s Word.�� The young men who are
�S Psalm 37t31
63 j^hesians 6rl7
�* Psalm 91:3, 4
�� H^hrews 11?13
�� Hebrews 11�33, 34
�''' Hebrews 10tS8
�� Matthew 7:24, 25
�� Psalm 119:81
so
strong onou^ to overoome tbo evil one tisve the lord of
God abiding in them,'''^
And finally, the growth stimtalated by the Word of
God issues in maturity, fhe man who profits by the lord
of Ood is complete, furnished completely unto every good
work**''! Its toaching and warning will bring a man up to
M. mi maturity In ChrUt.'S ^ ^hl. maturity inrolv...
as we discovered it should , union with God, If a person
has and observes Christ's eonaaands, Christ will not only
love him, and manifest Himself to hlm,*^� but He and the
Father will actually come and make their abode with him.'?*
Christ told His disciples that If they loved Him, they
would keep His commandments, and He would pray the Father ,
who wou3.d send the Spirit of truth to be within them J^^
The example of Jesus himself Is the most powerful illustra
tion one could ask of the vital relationship between heed
ing 0od�s Word and enicying union with Ood. God-man that
He was, yet He in His earthly life maintained a relation
ship of implicit obedience to instructions from the Father.
^0 I John 2:14
'''^ II timothy 5:17
'^^ Colossiana 1 i28
John 14:21
John 14 {25
John 14:17, Goodspeed
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He did nothitig �f Hie own aocord, but spoke as the
Father Instrueted Eim�^^ The Father who had sent Hlin
had given him orders as to what to say, and whatever Ke
said. He said <m%j as th� Father had told Him*'^'^ Though
He had power to either l|iy down Hie life or not to lay it
down. He was mindful of the love of the Father, and was
therefore prepared to lay it down, according to His orders.*^�
He urged His disciples to observe His commands if they
wanted to retain His love, just as He had observed His
Pather�8 commandments, and retained His love.'?� The glo-
rlotis summtion of this life of careful attention and utter
submission to the words of His Father is expressed in our
Lord � 8 parting prayer for His own, that "Just as you. Father,
are In union with me and I am with you, let them be In union
with us."�^
The example of our Lord leads us from our discoveries
about the function of the mrd of God in Ohristlan education
to some conclusions concerning our part. Obviously, If we
do not make the proper use of His truth. It will not be
John 8:28, Goodspeed
77 John 12 :49 , 50, Goodspeed
'^^ John 10:17, 18, Goodspeed
�79 j�>hn 16:10, Goodspeed
80 John 17:21, Goodspeed
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profitable to ua. I^iat does the Bible have to say about
the way we should approach t^e lord of Godf
W&At the Christian iau.^t do with the Bible � First
of all, there must be on the part of the Bible student a
receptivity issuing In obedience. !Ihe two go hand in hand.
Obedience cannot occur unless the Word is received, and
the power of receptivity will not grow unless what is re
ceived is acted upon* A prcmdse of entering into rest was
left Israel, but the word of hearing did not profit them
because it was not united by faith with them that heard^^�
they failed to enter in because of disobedience, issuing
from hardened hearts .^^ Paul mourned the faot that he had
to feed the Corinthians with milk, not solid food, beoauae
they were still babies in Christian living.^� The writer
of the Hebrews labored uzader the same difficulty.
"I have much to aay to you," he wrote, "but It
is difficult to make it clear to you, because you
have become so slow of apprehension. For although
from the length of your Christian experience you
ought to be teaching others, you actually need
seme one to teach you over again the very elements
of Christian truth, and you have come to need milk
Instead of solid food. For any one who is limited
to milk is \inaoqualnted with Christian teaching,
for he le only an Infant .... Ground tlmt drinks
in frequent ahowers and produces vegetation that is
81 Hebrews 4:2
82 Hebrews 4:6, 7
�� I Corinthians 5:1, 2, Goodspeed
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of uee to thoso for whom it ie o\:tltivated re*
oeivee Ood�� bleseing. But if it yielde thome
and thietlee, it ia thought worthXesa a|^ almost
cursed, and it will finally be burned�"8*
JTesua dramatised thia truth in his parable of the sower,
picturing the f.ord of (Sod falling as seed upon hard, rocky,
thorny and prepared soil, and accordingly being snatched
away by Satan, scorched because of lack of depth, choked
by worldly Interests, or Tendered fruitful, because truly
heard and accepted*�^
ftie being true, we should do well to take James*
blunt advice to
� � . � strip yourselves of everything that soils
you, and of eveapy evil p�owth, and in a humble
spirit let the message that has the power to save
your soula be planted In your hearts. Obey the
messages do not merely listen to it, and deceive
yourselves. For any one itio merely listens to the
message without obeying it Is like a man who looks
in a mirror at the face that nature gave him; he
looks at himself and then goes off and immediately
forgets what he looked like. But whoever looks at
the faultless law that makes men free and keeps
looking, so that he does not Juiat listen and forget,
but obeys and acts upon it, will be blessed in
what he does*��
to the one who has difficulty understanding the
Bible may apply the statement, "fhey s tumble over the
8* Hebrews 5sll-6t8, Ooodspeed
�S Mark 4:15-20
�� James i:21-2S, Ooodspeed
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message beeauae tbey not obey it,***" I�i#it can come
when we are willing to respond as Mary did to the angel � s
perplexing announcement , "Behold, the handmaid of the Iiordj
be it unto me according to thy word. "9� Truly, "a good
understanding have all they that do his commandments
He have discovered that the baaic attitt�le of the
Bible student should be a receptivity issuing in obedience �
But does the Bible have anything to say about a specific
method or methods whioh the student can use to obtain good
restilts from his study, so that the Word will be profitable
to him?
Two methods seem to stand out as one examines the
Scripture on this subject. One is diligent study, result
ing in skilled grasp of the Scripture . The other is medita
tion, issuing in deep understanding and enjoyment.
first, to consider the matter of study. If the Bible
can do for us all that it claims, surely we should do what
ever our part may be to enable it to mean all this to tis.
If our part is study, we must study with all our might.
must give the very closest attention to the message we
87 I peter 2i8, Ooodspoed
88 Luke ltS8
8� Psalm Ul:10
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have heard, to keep from ever loaing our hold xepon It.**^*^
we ahould follow Paul*� plea to Tiaothy to "do your best to
win God* 8 approval as a workman who has nothing tc be
..h��d of. but rightly .h.p.� th. �.3.g. Of truth.-8l
The Bible sti:�dient, then, ia not to play aroiyoad with God*s
truth-�>he is a workman, engaged in serious business. Jt�t
how serious is evident n^en we consider that he actually
shapes the truth. Is he very careful to shs^e it rightly?
Some are not. "There are some things in them hard to under
stand, which ignorant, unsteadfast people twist to their
own ruin."�^ A real Bible student will look out for himself
and his teaching.�^ and be persevering, cultivating his
gifts and devoting himself wholly to his work.�* The study
of the Bible is then real work, done by workmen who labor
in the word and in teaching,�� and who continue steadfaatly
in prayer and In the ministry of the word.^ Ignorance and
a lack of stability will result in a ruinous twisting of it.
�0 Hebrews 2 si, Goodspeed
�! II Timothy 2|15, Goodspeed
�^ II Peter S:16, Goodspeed
�^ I Timothy 4tl6, Goodspeed
�* I Timothy 4:15, Goodspeed
95 I Timothy 5jl7, 18
�^ Acts 6f4
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but those who go on from the olesisntary teaohing and
advanoe toward maturity will find that the training of
their faoulties will resud.t in their ability to appro*
01ate the solid food of the truth.^"^
But an aoourate and balaneed grasp of Eorlpture,
howevei* ixei^ortant s^d neoessary, is not enough**the
Bible student must mieditate on it until it seeps into his
heart and mind and permeates his living. As the word of
Christ dwell s in us richly we shall be able to teach and
admonish each other with all wisdom, and shall be so filled
with it that it flows out frc^ us in psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs.�� If we abide in Him and His words abide
in us, we can ask what we will and He will do it,�� because
our asking will be shaped by those words . The Jews searched
the Scriptures which testified of Christ, yet did not recog
nise their Lord and refused to aocept Him, because the word
..0 not really abiding in tbm^<^ The ^ord of God does
not automatically abide in us- -we must learn to lay it away
in our hearts. -^01 ^ must see to it that it does not depart
Hebrews 5:14-6:1, Goodspeed
�� Colossiana 5:16
�� John 15:7
^00 John 6i38, 59
Psalm 119 til
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out of our mouths, but that ire meditate on it day and
night, in order that we may observe to do all that is
written in it,^^ for there is a great deal there to be
obeyed. Our delight must be in the law of the Lord, so
that we meditate on it day and night And auoh a
practice will result in increasing and abounding delight,
as we actually taste the good word of Ood,^^ and find it
sweeter than honey .^^5 fhe precepts of the Lord rejoice
the heart"^^� of the one who will take the time to meditate.
We must cultivate this longing for spiritual milk^^ by
meditation, and when we do, we shall find that nothing com*
pares with the delight and sustalnance and guidance it
gives our inner lives.
Ill . SUMMARY
Our sti^y of the Old and lew Teste^ents to find a
basic for Bible study has led us to conclude that (1)
Christian education is a process of spiritual growth.
lOS Joshua IjS
103 psalm lj2
104 Hebrews 6:5
105 paalm 19:10
106 psalm 19:8
107 I Peter 2:3
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pr�o�d�d by epirltual birth, and cheraeterl aed by unity
and a tabil ity, whoaa purpoaa ie maturity and nhoae aouroe
Is the triune God; and that (2) the Bible is an instrument
in this prooess whioh furnishes instru�tl<m, illmination
aM discernment, as it is approached receptively, studied
diligently and meditated VBpon contlnmlly.
II. TO PtXLFILL THEIR mms AS TOUSO PEOPLE
(PSTOHOLOGICAL BASIS)
Having established from a study of Scripture the
basic principles concerning th� place of Bible stiidy in
Christian education, we turn to the field of psyehology
for additional insight as to just why and how the Bible is
such an effective instrument. Before going into the pay*
ehological basis, we shall do well to consider first the
place of psychology In providing a basis for Bible study.
Of course, in advocating Bible study, many Christians use
payohologieal argi�ents without realizing It. yet there
is value in recognizing that we are doing this and in jxisti-
fying it before proceeding further.
A. THE VALtm OF A PSYCHOLOGICAL BASIS FOR Bim^E ^DDY
Let us examine two important reasons for the psy
chological procedure.
The Intimate relationship between speoial and general
revelation. The theological way of Justifying attention to
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p�yehology 1� thMt th� revelation of God la two- fold,
apeoial (or aupearnatnral ) and general {or natural),
Speoial revelation ie that truth whi<ai i� in the Bible
and which can be found nowhere else. General revelation
Is that knowledge which oan be gained by a study of the
universe, and which man by means of his God-given powers
has been acquiring through the centuries. The relationship
between the two is imaginatively expressed by Brlggs, in
his volume. Biblical Study ;
Divine revelation is to the other departments
of human knowledge what heaven is to earth. It is
above them, it encircles them�it envelope them on
every side .108
All the sciences and arts, all the literature ,
histories, and religions of the world gather about
the Bible to contribute to its study and derive
help from ita revelations.
And 80 we see that natural revelation is supplemen
tary to supernatural . The Bible supplies the most vital
information and furnishes the key to the meaning of the
knowledge gathered from a study of the universe, and know
ledge gained from a study of the universe explains and
enriches Biblioal principles . "to know the Bible in itself,
and in its wider relationships , involves all departments of
108 Charles Augustus Brlggs, Biblical study {New York:
Charles scribner's Sons, 1892), p, l68.
Ibid., p. 109.
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h�Bian thougbt aad aatlvity.**^^ Payelaology, the st^y of
life, ia one of these areas.
Our psyehologieal outlook, even towards the matter
of the value of Bible study, should have its source in
the Bible, where it will get off on the right footing.
Were we to follow the example of some books on method in
Gkhristian education, we should start with the psychological
nature and needs of young people, and build our currictiiliQs,
including Bible stt�9.y, upon that. But that would be �'putting
the cart before the horse.* Th� first thing to consider is
Ood*s standard, not man's n��d. We do not, therefore, build
our curriotdlum primarily upon the needs of people, but upon
the standards of Ood for people . True, if these standards
are to be fulfilled, the needs must and will be taken care
of also, and to a far greater extent than a mere psychology
could ever conceive.
Raving then started with biblical principles we
should go on and round them out with the wealth of insigbts
obtainable from a study of psychology. Gtod's natural reve
lation being supplementary to his supernatural one, these
teohniques and explanations developed in the ll^t of the
biblical revelation, whether in a scientific manner or in
the crucible of Christian experience�such techniques and
110 Charles Richard Eberhardt, The Bible in the Making
of Ministers (Hew York? Association Press, 194977 p. 167.
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�xplanations emn guid� us ia planning a program of Blbla
study whioh is bound to b� far mora �ffeotlT� than It
otherwise oould be*
fhe Intimate relatlonshi|> between the; spiritual
life and other aspeets of personality* Another reason why
a Mowledge of psychology is helpftxl in planning for ade-
<|U�te Bible study is found in the nature of man, who is
not only spiritual, but physical, mental and emotional as
well* To cultivate adequately the spiritual life one must
therefore take Into consideration the whole peraonality*
Borne one may object at this point that human person
ality has been so corrupted by sin that the only thing a
pers^ can do is to crtioify all himian powers and Impulses,
so that the spiritual life may have stiqpreme control. A
person who makes this objection needs to gain a better
understanding of Qod's two-fold work In man, creation and
redemption. Hman nature is originally a creation of God,
consisting of God's own attributes, since man was made In
the Divine likeness* We have a physioal organlam which is
"fearfully and wonderfully made." �fe are gifted with imagine
tlon and memory; emotions which are the driving force of our
life; and will power which makes the personality master of
its fate. God looked xxpon this masterpiece that He had
created, and "behold, it was very good.*^^ True, sin
Herman p. Grubb, Touching the Invisible
(Toronto t The Studd Press, (n.d.), p.^D^,"""
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wpottgbt havo� ia tfei� wondrou� creation, and th� 8�lf
becam� th� property of Satan. But God provided a way
out of man* 8 predi6��entj and through His redemption, the
self is able onoe more to be His holy habitation�the
whole man, mentally, emotionally and volltionally. In
other words, it Is not neoessary to consider a single
attribute of our nature as evil in Itself, but merely that
it has been put to an evil use. �^tan created nothing,
but was merely the misdiredtor, misuser, usurper of a
nature whose endowcaents and oapaeitles were originally
created to manifest the glory of Ood.*�^l�
To put it In the words of Herman Grubb :
Redemption, therefore, regains for God, through
the cleansing blood and sanctifying Spirit, the
full use of the human personality. "Al Ive unto
God" means that at last poor enslaved man becomea
really alive, abundantly alive : not suppressed, not
maimed^ not dead nor numbed, but wholly liberated.
... The fall had defiled and cramped and clashed
down man�s capacities to the narrow circle of his
gross and corrupted self-interest, salvation re
stores them to the endless developing stimulus of
the creative spirit of God, for co-operation with
whom man had originally endowed with God-like capa
cities for God-like and universal prodtiotiveness.
It will take all eternity to manifest foriaa th�
potentialities of human'^ersonality in co-operative
iiubmisslon to tEe Bpirit of God. itaXics not in the
original . "^e whole creiTlon waiteth for the mani
festation of the sons of God.
Ibid., p. 50.
Ibid., p. 51,
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AwAy, then with the falee bondage and even resent
ment that erlpples throm^ the mistaken idea that
there are capacities of the physical, mental or emo
tional life of which we sboiild be well rid, or with
which it is a pusale to know why we were ever endowed*
Every capacity, is God-given, but devil-infected and
earth-bound, until rescued, redeemed, restored to
express forth the glories and powers of the world to
come, Fsychologiats have seen this in dim fashion,
and mpheBlz&d it in their talk of sublimation; only
that, with few exceptions, they can merely point to
the ideal sublimation, but know not the *^aster
sentiment" of love to Ohrist by which alone it can
be realiised in its entirety. 13.4
To bring it all to a focus, (1) the supernatural
revelation in the Bible is supplemented by the natural
revelation, of whleh psychology is or� area; and (2) the
spiritual life of a person is intimately related to all
other aspects of his personality. Because his nature has
been crippled and diseased by sin, the psychological know
ledge of the unregenerate man is partial and corrupted .
However, God's plan of redemption makes possible the ful
filling by the redeemed person of his appointed destiny.
He becomes not less, but more human, "personalised," Olin
Curtis would say, 115 because his mangr God-given capacities,
not being extinguished but freed, may be conq^letely devoted
to loving and serving God. True, as Grubb has said, this
process will take all eternity. Our redemption has not
PP* 51* ^2
115 Olin Alfred Curtis, The Christian Faith
(London t Hodder and Stoughton, isbb), p. 1^.
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b��n aonqpleted at regener&tion, but only begun. It is
still true of us that our personalities are susceptible
to sin and that our knowledge is partial. Sven though
�e are Christians,
we only know bit by bit � ... At present we
only see the baffling reflections in a ralrror, but
then it will be face to face. At present I am
learning, bit by bit, but then I shall understand
as all along I have myself been understood.!*^
Only "then" will our redengptlon be complete, ota? knowledge
full.
But the prooess has been begun. Ke have the fear
of the Lord whioh is the "beginning of wisdom."^!''' We
have been endowed, as Christians, with gifts of the Spirit
which must not be neglected but used to our profit, one
of these is the gift of knowledge .H� ?e are to grow and
119
increase in knowledge and discernment. We are God* a
fellow-workers, -^^^ branches of Christ the vine, members
of Christ the body and the head^^��let us take advantage
of this high privilege in the two important ways we canj
116 J Oorlnthiane ISjlB, Moffat.
11"^ Proverbs 9tl0.
118 I Corinthians 12^7, 8.
119 phillppians li9,
120 I Corinthians Ss9.
121 jQhn 15 s5.
1^8 s^phesiana 4:12-16
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first, uniting, undsr His guidance, the Insists to he
gained from general and speoial revelation concerning our
spiritual lives; and, second , using this knowledge to
plan for the development of the whole self for God, that
we may use every God-given and God-restored capacity for
His glory,
B. FORMATIVE FOtOlS OF FBRSOKALOT 0TILI2ED
IN AOEQUATB BIBLE STODT
Denison Sfaurice Allan has done a service to Ghris-
tians in orientating his psychology in a Christian frame
work, %e turn to him for some helpful Insights on the
formative forces of personality,
previously it has heen emphasized that the purpose
of Bible stndy is to fia*ther the growth of the Ohristlan
toward maturity in Christ, That is, this maturity is
reached by a particular quality of growth, and Bible study
is one of the essential things that makes this type of
growth possible. Though psychology cannot give the ccaaplete
explanation as to Just what it is about the Bible that pro
duces this kind of growth, it does shed li^t upon the pro
cess* Using Allan's classification of formative forces of
personalities, we shall explore some of the reasons ihy
Bible study is a powerful instrument in the formation of
Christian character*
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There are four outstandiag forces, he tells us,
which whea personalXy applied can lift life to a higher
level. These are (1) sustained efforts, formerly classed
together as will power; (2) Integrative ideas; (2) lean
ing goals or sustaining values; (4) contact with superior
personalities
Before investigating the nature of these four forces,
let us pause to consider how iB3|�ortant it is that a forma
tive force like lihl� study should be a part of the life
of yonng people.
AdoXescence is a formative period when the "fabric
of llf. 1. .till Tl*Ulng.-lS� Ro..r.r. .1th young p.opl.
from el#iteen through twenty-four life is coming to the
close of this plastic period. Habits of thinking, standards
of acting, master motives, and all lifeU relationships are
having a last chance to become what they sho\�ld be before
they become set, for time and for eternity. Though recent
findinga have been establishing the fact that adults can
do an astonishing amount of learning, yet in most cases,
adult life merely strengthens the attitudes that have de
veloped during these plastic years. Adolescence, then.
123 Denison Kauriie Allan, The Realm of Personality
(New York: Abln^on-Cokesbury Press, 1^47), p. 145.
184 Basil Miller, Growing Into Life (Hew York:
Fleming H. Revell Company, 1936) � P� SWT*
125 James V. Thon^son, Haiadbook for Workers Vdth
Young People (Hew York: The Abingdon press, 1922), p. 17.
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ie the period whm the foung person will be deoiding how
to use his powers, whether to spend them in riotous
living, or to conserve them for the future ,126
During this period' mtoen character is crystallizing,
it is tr^endously Important that the yomg Christian be
making Bible study an Important part of his daily life,
for
� �.th# Holy Bcrlptmres qualify as the st^reme book
of mankind by virtue of their distinctive fitness
to awaken, to invigorate, and to mold the spiritual
life of man with genuine christian character .127
fhis is because Scripture furnishes the illumination which
a man muat havo to be spiritually satisfied, and cannot
get except from a higher level than that of ordinary
literature.^^� And more than this, it appeals to a per-
�oii*s motive-life; It is a s\anmon8 to action,!�� and in
wixming a response from the reader, leaves him a different
Aware now mf this special need of young people, we
turn to consider the first item on Allan's list of formative
E. teigh Mudge, The Fsyehology of tater Adolescence
(Hew York: The Caxton Press, ""l9g6), p. SI,
12? Howard Tillman Kuiat, |hese f^ds %on-Jlhy Heart
{Richmond, Tlrglnlai John Snos. Press,
'
1�47), p. "l^.
IS� Ibid., p. g*?.
1S9 Ibid., p. g0.
1^0 Ibid., p. 31.
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Sugtalned effoyty* Afl we have noticed before,
though inatiffioient instruction is given Christians about
how to study the Bible, one requirement of effective Bible
study is repeated �v�r and over: the Bible should be stu
died every day If it is to be of real value to the Oirls-
tian, is a habit of daily Bible study so inaportant?
Allan tells us that In the acquiring knowledge and
skill there is a progress from the "blankness of inatten
tion through the mental travail of willed effort into the
smooth flow of creative absorption,**!^! Each of these
transitions is like passing into a new world. But, as
some one has remarked, it is first a diaolpline, and then
a delii^t* Without sustained efforts, day by day, the stage
Will never be reached where the habit is a part of daily
lifej and the results are so great that not for anything
would the person ever give it tap.!^^
One of the most convincing proofs of the rewards of
good Bible sttMy habits, established by sustained efforts,
is found in the exa^le of Howard A. Eelly, for many years
chief siirgeon and radiologist in the famed Howard A. Kelly
Hospital, Baltimore.!^ Those itio have had the privilege
131 Allan, op, oit., pp, 147, 148.
132 Wilbur M, smith. Profitable Bible Study (Bostons
W. A. Wilde Company, 1039), p. d.
Ibid., p. 81.
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of hearing Dr# Kelly epeek about spiritual matters , and
tell of some of the rich discoveries he has made in his
study of the Scriptures, are aware that this great scientist
is a master of the Word*!^* The would-be Bible student,
desiring to know the secret of his success, would find that
a major factor is his good habits*
In a letter to Br. Wilbur Smith, Br. Kelly wrote;
I riae regularly at alx in the morning and after
dreasing give all the time until our eight o'clock
breakfast to the study of the lord. I find time
for brief studies throughout the day and again in
the evening, I make it a general rule to touda
nothing but the Bible after the evening meal. It
ia the greatest possible help to me in my own spiri
tual life and growth, and enables me to carry fresh
massagos to audiences* I have a feeling that
the Bible is so profound a book that one ought to
be able to give some fresh message to each and every
audience year after year*135
In his booklet, "How I Study my Bible," he gives
further Information concerning his habits :
"One of my greatest helps in life," he writes,
"is a red leather, hip-pocket notebook, opening
lengthwise, of about a hundred pages. In whleh I
Jot down striking verses for meditation during the
day, or record any succinct, well clarified, con
vincing atatement touching the Bible or any spiri
tual truth . This serves to keep one on the qui vive,
calling for constant discriminating attention to
what is read and heard, and serving to crystallize
great thoughts in the memory and to foster the
loftier habits of thinking*"!��
134 Ibid., p. 83.
135 Ibid., p. 84*
156 Loo, oit.
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In thie littl* booklet be aleo gives iis the
essence of bis secret of success In Bible study:
And now for my greatest secret for every day
common folks ? . � . It Is this. The very best
way to study the Bible Is simply to read it dally
with close attention and with prayer to see the
li^t that shines from Its pages, to meditate upon
It, and to continue to read until somehow It works
Itself, its words, its expressions, its teachings,
its habits of thou^t , and its presentation of Ood
and His Christ into th� very warp and woof of one's
being. Ho, there Is nothing remarkable about that,
it is wonderfully simple. But it works, and one
does come. In this way, to know"*lh� Bible and to
understand it. tSihat appears, to a beginner, as
a great knowledge of the Bible is thus often only
the natural result of a persevering use of the
simplest of all methods, namely, reading the Book
day by day until it becomes extremely familiar in
all its parts.157
Sustained efforts, then. Is the first key to Bible
study, we turn now to the second formative force utilised
in adequate study of the Scrlptiire.
Integrative ideas. Youth awakens to a new world and
discovers that It understands neither it nor itself. Things
seem strange and new, and he sets out to discover all he
oan about thom.l^� the time they reach later adoleacenoe,
young people are ooncerned with relating their many new ex
periences and ideas into a harmonious and dependable system.l^�
1257 Ibid., p. 85.
158 Miller, o�. cit., p. 2.
15� Thompson, ��. cit., p. 29.
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fhis is th# reasoiiing �g�, when their eonoepte and rela*
tionahipe go through a prooess of adjustment.!'*^ A host
of questions are in their minds, calling for answers. For
the Christian young people, theological, social, demies tic
and politieal iasues are calling for a Christian inter
pretation.!*!
fhe complexity and shifting character of the times
makes it particularly hard for young people to bring some
sort of mental unity out of chaos. Ours is a "swiftly-
moving machine age, somewhat disillusioned, tinged with
eynicism, and inlaid with secularism. '*!*� The air is
filled with conflicting ideas and aystems of thought. !43
Communism vies with the democratic ideal; Homan Catholicism
and Mohammedanism threaten protestantism; Protestantism is
torn among liberalism, conservatiam and neo -orthodoxy; and
among conflicting movements toward denominational unifica
tion, separation, and co-operation; h\mianiam, secularism
and outright paganism rule in our secondary schools and
140 Mudge, o�. cit., p. 14.
!*! Thompson, op. cit., p. 45.
142 Frank Glenn Lankard, The Bible Speaks to onr
Generation (New York? Oxford University Press, ISiT), p. 3.
Kevin G. Harner, Youth ftork in the Church (Hew
York: Abingdon-Cokesbury press, 1942), p. 52.
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tmivei�fiiti�a J m imoert&in fomign poliey and oorruptlon
in plao#8 loom in th� politloal foreground i Doway
and Butohins are at �m>rd-polnta in education; labor
troiablea oreate toolal unrest 5 immortality mi. divorce
imdemlne chaa*a0ter end borne life on tbe domestic scene,
and materialism with its craving for security, and bondage
to the sensate, threatens the ideals on which our nation
was built.*
In the fao� of these and other perplexing problema,
many Ohristlan young people are confused and bewildered,
and feel unable to see cle-arly the issues at stake and
Just Miih&t their own position i^ould be.!*** They are in
acute need of a friwe or reference, of some guiding princi
ples to which they can refer and upon which they can depend.
In other words, they are in need of the formative force of
inte^gratlv� idoaa.
Allan explains that an integrative idea is "a prin
ciple which throws many perplexing facts into a new per
spective and unifies them.^145 ^ integrative idea will
resolve mental conflict, freeing energy for constructive
achievement J give life a new direction whioh 00-ordinates
a person's efforts; and, as a result, make life meaningful
144 Sylvester f . tudwlg, Touth and the Church (Kansas
City, lissouri: Haaareae Publishing House, n.d. , p. 57.
Alan, o�_. oit., pp. 150, 151.
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and worth living,!*� It is aasy to se� why hunan character
can therefore he transformed hy the discovery of some axiom
or major premise whieto crystallises one's entire experience
along some new axis J'*'^
There is only one basis for Integrative ideas f the
tord of 0od, But stioh a babel of voices shout for our
attention in this egei*� that even Christian young people
must be guided to look in the Bible for these integrative
ideas, or, like their elders, they will make the mistake of
looking �verywhere else first, and repeet the disillusioning
experience described by inhittlert
we search the world for frnthi
we cull the good, the pure, the beautiful
From graven stone and written scroll
From all old flower fields of the soul;
And weary seekers of the best
We come back laden from our quest
To find, that all the sages said
Is in the book our mothers read,!*'
Had the Book been sought first, with all the earnest
attention spent on the "old flower fields," it would have
rewarded with something far superior to the opinions of the
!46 Ibid., p. 151.
!4'7 Ibid., p. 152.
!4� tankard, loc. oit.
!49 Wilbert lobster Utoite, The Divine Library-- Its
Abuse and Use or How to St^y the BtSle (New Yoric Gizj t
Internaflonai Committee of the~T7 M. C. A, n.d. ),
pp. 14, IS.
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sages s those leeyi integratiire Ideas whleh would unify
knowledge Into a fraiaewopk that oould be relied upon aa
the truth. For In Christianity as revealed in Qod�s lord
there is a view of God, a view of man, a view of redemption,
a view of the purpose of God in creation and history, and
view of human destiny. There Is, in other words, a dia-
tlnct "Christian view of the world, "^^^ In the Bible
everything is organised about God and His will. He gives
life its full meaning, snd He has mighty and profound pur
poses for the world. God�s prlnolples and purposes
touch every avenue of husum life and s\ipply the true out
look on all its problema. Reason alone cannot arrive at
final answers to the basic problems of life and its rela
tionships, Ita struggle for truth is carried on in tei-
ll^t and fog which only ll^t from the Bible can lighten
and dispel.!�� Or, to change the figure, the truth which
is seen by the light of human reasoning alone is seen by
artificial light. The enemy of souls Is responsible for
this false vision, turning on an artificial ll^t which
160 James Orr, The Christian View of God and the
World (Grand Rapids : tiSTT^B, Bftrdmans'^TO.Tshlng Company,
IS! tankard, 0�. cit., p. 43.
!^^ Wilbert Webster miite, ]j8hy Read the Bible?
(Reprinted from a Bible, pp. 1049-1072"; OeiTYork j
Grosset & Dunlap, 1931), p. 1055.
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dazsXes with Itn brilllano�, and distorts reality. To
get the proper perspeotlve and vision of problems we must
let tbe sunlight of 0od*s revealed truth shine upon them.
Only then have we a proper background against nhioh to
judge and draw conclusions.^^�
lowever, the sunlight of God's revelation will not
solve the problems unless It la applied to them, and this
application takes effort . The Bible was designed,
...not to enable us on some points to inquire and
reflect to better purpose f not to supersede the.use
of our reason, but to supply its defIclences �
Nothing will thrill the thoughtful , seeking Christian
young person more than to discover for himself the scrip
tural principles which should govern the problema that
trouble him, and to formulate his framework of Integrative
Ideas accordingly, developing it so that it touches every
thing from the vast stretches of the universe to the intri
cacies of his own personal needs . Hot only will such stxidy
be more than a match for his intellectual powers, both re
warding and challenging him at every step, but he will have
a growing sense of the reliability and adequacy of this Book.
He will discover, with Sir Walter Scott, that
the more deeply he works the mine, the richer and
more abundant he finds the ore; new light continually
155 tudwig, 0�. oit., p. 55.
Lawson, o�. cit,, p, 91, citing %hately.
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beama from this aouroe of heavenly knowledge, to
direct the condtJet and illuetrate the work of Ood
and the waya of men; and he will at last leave the
world confessing that the more he studied the
Scripture, the ftd.ler conviction he had of-feis own
ignorance and of their inestimable value.
Those who have caught a vision of the need and chal
lenge of applying biblical principles to various realms of
life testify to the revolution!alng effect of its integra
tive ideas upon their lives and work, in impelling to
greater heights of achievement for Clod.
Erllag C. Olson, Executive Vice-president of the
Fitch Investor's service. Inc., of Hew York, discovered
that Ood' a Word had something to say about business life.
"There was a time," he says, "when I assumed
that there was a distinction between secular work
and so-called Christian work until the �Word� im
pressed me with the fact that whatsoever �e do we
are to do it as unto the Lord. Thus one oould type
write unto the Lord, one could conduct hla business
unto the Lord�what an avenue that opened I That
meant I had a right to bring our business problems
before the Lord.
"I can honestly say that if I have enjoyed any
measure of success in bualnees It is due solely to
the grace of God. My sehooling was limited, but
th� Itord of God sharpened my powers of dls oernment ."loo
Christians interested in the field of psychology have
found it difficult not to lose their way among conflicting
and often antl-Christlan systems. However, some of these
156 Ibid,, p. 118, citing Sir Walter Scott.
IS� Smith, 0�. cit., p. 90.
dirlstlans have alao diaeoveFed that by keeflng their pay-
cbology within the �antral etreasa of biblioal knowledge,
they oan avoid the extreme and witenable positions of the
day, and fnrthemore , that a psyehology that is kept �lose
to the Bible can be trusted. tS taken too far away from
Scripture, it is apt to get *o�ld* and go into all sorts of
tangeants. But to study the Bible is to atu&y human nature,
both at ita worst and at its best^!^'^ and to arrive at a
true perspective toward it. The psychological principles of
Scripture are proving reliable in actual experience.
A four-hour conference was held some time ago be
tween a group of payohlatrists and ministers in Con
necticut. At its close one of the psychiatrists who
is known as a leader in his profession, said to me :
"Probably you think that J am quite unfamiliar with
the life and teaching of Jesus . Veil, it is not
true. I know that whenever I have fou�l a principle
of psychiatry that really works with my patients
sooner or later I have discovered it either overt or
latent in the few Testament ."1^�
It is a rewarding and settling experience to develop, both
for practical purposes and for one's theoretloal satisfac
tion, a psychology in harmony vdlth the Bible, letting God's
two revelations, natural and stj^ematural , complement each
other. Work along this line in various aspects of experience
has already been done by Curtis*^*� and others, but much more
and People
P . 70 �
167 Eb�rhardt , cit., p. 17.
15� John Sutherland Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor
pl� {lf�w York} Harpar k Brothers Publishers, 1948),
15� Curtis, o�. cit.
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ia needed, Otbei*vise the (^ristian young person will end
by keeping his psyoholbgy In one ooa^artiaeht and his
religion in another, so that "never the twain shall meet"
to give his life the drive resulting from an Integration
of the two.
Christians in the field of soi�noe, where the oppo
sition to biblioal st^ernaturalism has been experlenoed
most keenly, have espeolally felt the need of Integrating
their biblioal and solentifio knowledge. Br, Roger
fosk^l explained this need In the reoent symposium,
Modern Scienoe and Christian Faiths
... %hy is it neoessary to seek a Christian
Interpretation of soienoe? Cannot Cbrlstlanlty
and soienoe eaoh stand on Its own merit? ihere are
those who are of the opinion that scienoe and one*s
religious views have no common ground and are inde
pendent of one another, Buoh a dual concept, how
ever, doea not lead to harmonious thinking. It
brings only confusion to a well-ordered mind. The
scientist Hho Is a follower of Jesus Christ finds
that his conception of science is determined by his
beliefs, AS a Christian he must of necessity view
life. Its meaning, its purpose and its circumstances
from a different perspective than his non-Christian
friend, such an outlook and philosophy of life may
be called the Christian thai s tic view, a view which
has its own interpretation of science
Girded with the biblioal principles governing his
conception of science, the daristian scientist has found
160 Roger J. Voakuyl, "A Christian Interpretation of
Soienoe," Modern Science and Christian Faith, lleven
Essays on the Selationsiilp of the Bible to Modem science
by Members of the American Scientific Affiliation. (1S.heaton,
Illinois: Van Kkmpen Press, 1948), p. 14.
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that tha Integration of the two fields has enabled him to
serve God fiai-time in his laboratory .1�! On one hand,
the prlnolples etjtlled froa Scripture give purpose to his
work as a scientist.!�^ l^en a scientific instrument such
as the periodic chart takes on ne� significance*
The periodic chart to the beginner In chemistry
is an accumulation of symbols and numbers; to the
physioal chemist, it Is a beautiful mosaic represent
ing order and design In the material world. But to
the chemist whose eyes have been opened by the Holy
Spirit, the periodic arrangenuint of the elements is
a demonstration that,
"The heavens declare the glory of Godj and the
firmament showeth his handiwork.'*165
On the other hand, his scientific knowledge enables ,
him to appreciate and understand the vast significance of
biblical truth.
If there is any one revelation ahloh can best be
appreciated by a scientist, it is the revelation of
the oosmologioal significance of the Lord Jeaus Christ.
Jesus Christ knows all about entropy, quantum
mechanics, the Heisenberg principle of uncertainty,
Faull's exclusion principle, and all those things
which are so difficult to comprehend, everything in
all of the realms of scienoe from astronoms^ to so-
ology. lhat an exalted conception of Him|l�*
The need of applying biblical principles to the realm
16! Ibid., p. 17.
162 Ibid., p. 20.
163 Ibid., p. 18.
Ibid., p. 21.
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of eduoatlon has been iwpFeaslng Itself more and more
upon the minds of Christian educators and teachers �
Oordon Clark tells ua that, thotigh some Christians
have fostered the Idea that
� � 4 Christian education Is merely a secular
education with chapel and Bible periods tacked on,
the keener minded non<��0hrl3tlan professors have
a clearer view of things. In their text-books on
whatever subjects � � � they attack the Christian
position, and thus their opposition proves to the
reluctant Ohristlan that Christianity is indeed a
world-view, a comprehensive philosophy with rami
fications in zoology, physics, and sociology, and
is not some <^otional escape mechanism. IMless
the whole system of Christian truth is taught , it
Is not a Christian education.-*-��
In the face of the need for an education which Is
truly and thorou^ly Christian, hundreds of day schools
are springing xsp in which the effort is being made to
organize the entire curriculum around the great principles
of the Bible. Again, much needs to be done In this field
to supply text-books and teachers with the Christian
viewpoint �
The implications of a biblical perspective in the
social realm is another issue which is confronting evan
gelical Christians today. Carl Henry In his volume. The
uneasy Conscience of Kodern Fundamentalism insists that
the gospel has implications in this realm of human life
166 Gordon H, Clark, A Christian Philosophy of
fduofttlon (Grand Rapids ; m .""B. Eenimans Publishingompany, 1946), p. 818.
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wfel<d3 coa8�rvatlv�� have heen negleoting. The biblical
order, he inaista, Impliea a divinely related social
order with implications for all humanity and a challenge
to the contemporary otalture* But at present the challenge
of modem ftmdamentaliam to the world on great social
issues is almost non-existent. "Fundalemtalism in the
main fails to make relevant to the great moral problema
in twentieth*oentury global living the implications of its
redemptive message**!�� The great biblical verities are
the only solutions to these problems, but they will not
solve the problems unless they are applied to them*!^'''
His indictment is l^at
� * . we have not applied the genius of our
position constructively to those problems which
press most for solution in a social way. Unless
we do this, X am unsure that we shall get another
world hearing for the Gospel* That we can con
tinue for a generation or two, even as a vital
missionary force, here and there snatching brands
from the burning, I do not question. But if we
would press redemptive Christianity as the obvious
solution of world problems, we had better busy
ourselves with explicating the solution*!^
One result of a failure to apply biblioal princi
ples to all realms of life is that the Ohristlan Is not
able to funotion effeetively as a Christian in these fields*
166 carl P. H. Henry, The Uneaey Consoienee of Modern
Puadamentalism (OJ^end Rapids j*""^. B* lerdmans Pufelltsiilng
Ooiap�ny� 1947), p* 38.
^^'^ Ibli�� P� !!�
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But enothep result, still more serious, is that, failing
to find any proper meeting ground between Christianity and
modem t.iought , many Christians abandon their beliefs for
what seem to them the "assuiS'ed results" of soientif lo
inireatigation.
A erisls of this nature usually occurs seme time
during adolescence, when young people, falling in their
efforts to integrate their ideas, go through a period of
doubt ranging from doubts about the full inspiration of the
Bible to doubts about the exlstenoe of Gk>d. This is true
even of apparently "well-gromided" Christian young people;
and often the problem receives neither proper recognition
nor proper treatment during this period, with tragic conse
quences � Solutions to the situation vary according to
Individual characteristics , but along with other appropriate
measures, one of the best solutions Is that achieved by
Wilbert Uhlte when confronted in seminary by problems in
biblical criticism. He writes i
X was so disturbed and upset by thia oritloal
work, that for a time I deliberated whether I should
go on and prepare for Christian leadership. I cite
this aa an Illustration of the powerful influenoe
which atmosphere and a certain type of presentation
of critical problems had upon me. I tremble for the
foung and less stabilized students in their e3q>erienoen crltioally inclined centers .l�*
169 Gilbert Webster White, The papers , Articles, and
liemorabilia of Wlbert w. White? VoTT 5, Part 2, Sec. 1,
p. 8, cited By EBerKardT, o�. cit., p. 61
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In %hM midst of those msettling conditions he wag
brought into contact with the method of the study of the
Bible by booka in th� mother tongue .^"^^
l^is I pursued with an avidity and began to get
bearings in a new way* Things were seen .in
ferspectIve. even in the perspectlv� of the Sorlp-urea themselves, and not as readjusted by modern
aoholarshlp* from that time I began increasingly
to realise tfeat direct contact with the scriptures
is the method by Which students evearywhere will
'
l>ec<Me assured of the supernatural character and
consequent reliability of the Bible*
italics not in th� original
*��*�*�*��*���**�����*�*�
It was then that I came to appropriate what I have
been pleased since to speak of as the apologetic by-
froduet of direct contact with the Bible m thearger way suggested* It will defend itaelf if it
has a chance, fhe conviction gradually steals over
one as the Bible is studied In the light of its
own 8elf-revealing aim, that it can be relied upon*171
As Ooleridge eaiiprossed it.
In the Bible there is more that finds me than I
have experienced in all other books together? the
words of the Bible find me at greater depths of my
being; and whatever finds me brings with it an
Irreslstable evidence of its having proceeded
from th� Holy Spirit .l"�
Westcott analyaes this growing conviction of the
Bible's inspiration as an inward rather than an outward
proof�a moral rather than a logical proof. He explains
X70 ^arhardt, o�, oit., p. SI*
l*''! Ktoite, loo, cit*
1*^2 White, mxjr study the Bible? p. 10.
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that aa ona atudie� tha Bible,
The unlimited mtiltlplication of convergent
preaiaaptions and analogies builds li^ a strong
and siare conviction posaessing a moral force
which can never belong to a mere formal proof*
� .�ever-deepening conviction is the resijdt and
the reward of labor .*'''5
Intelligent, whole-hearted Bible study would go a
long way toward banishing the doubts which grip so many
modem young people.
It may seeem superfluous, after demonstrating the
Bible's relevancy In every field of human activity, to
demonstrate that the Bible must be, in actuality, the
authority for the church in faith and practice. Yet past
experience proves that the ohuroh has often failed to recog
nise this fully.
The church of the Middle Ages reaped a fearful har
vest of spiritual ignorance and even corruption as the
Bible was lost in a mass of pageantry and church organiaa-
tion. It took the Eefoapmatlon to bring release, and return
the Book to the ccmnon man. The coming of the modern scien
tific era had an even more devastating effect, as Frotestan-
tism's unholy trinity of scholasticism, rationalism and
subjectivism gained a throttling grip on the biblioal
scholar!*''* so that his interpretations became distortions �
175 Brooke F. Wescott, An Introduction to the study
of the Gospels (I^ondoni The Macmillan 0ompany,"T87H>, p. 46.
174 Eberhardt, og^. oit.. p. S34.
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Tbi?ou$^ th� seiaiaftries and Into the chupohee the resnlting
teachings spread, filling the pulpits with platitudes
which lulled and chilled congregations. The shock of two
world wars began bringing men to their senses, so that now
theology once again is being "grafted on to its biblical
root."!*^�
But even among believers in the full Inspiration of
Scripture there has been an amazing lack of real dependenoe
\q?on a biblioal perspeotlve in doctrinal and practical
matters. The cawistlan young person finds himself facing
conflicting views and varying emphaaes among Christians,
He is told that man is free or is not free; that the hea
then who never hear the gospel are lost or not lost| that
"divine healing" is for all, or some, or none; that a
special call is needed to go to the mission field or that
all are called and a special call Is needed to stay heme;
that he must be filled with the Spirit or baptized with the
Spirit or surrender or be entirely sanctified, Many young
people make no effort to meet these conflicting c^srrents,
but follow contentedly in their own grove's stand on most
matters. Others enter into spirited discussions concerning
these issues with young people of differing viewpoints. In
most oases, however, these discussions are characterized by
175 Loo, cit.
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a hurling of proof toxts and a determination to prove that
one* a personal tradition is rl^t, rather than by a careful
study of th� �rd, motivated by a deep desire to find the
true biblical perspective. A minority of yotatig people,
often those ulth little background in Christian teaching,
approach the problma with the latter attitude, but they
have to make their efforts with little encouragement from
their Sunday school or Bible achool teachers, itoo are quite
ready to tell them vhat to believe, but seem to have no in
tention of leading young people to arrive at their own de
cisions by a study of the ^rd.
A biblical perspective would mean not only the proper
inteJTpretatlon of particular doctrines, but a balanced
grasp of Bible truth as an organic whole. In �xelualv�
�sBphaais upon a limited aet of doctrines, young pec^le are
often robbed of basic Bible truths, whleh, if understood
and followed, would tranafom their lives* In one church
the missionary challenge is not emphasized; in another one
never hears about 0bri8t*8 second coming; here little is
said about stewardship ; there one seldom hears about the
Holy Spirit.
This lack of a biblical perspective in otr (^Istian
education of youth affects not only their person^ lives ,
but the life of whole churches, denmlnatlons and even
generations of Christians* Often the church haa tried to
carry on its life and mini stry without careful attention to
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the divine blueprint, and the resulting distortions snd
omissions have brought frightful results. For their sakes
and for the sake of @od�8 work, yottth must have the truth
and the whole truth . The only source of truth is God's
Utord. "There is but one litmus paper which may be used
to determine the true nature of the content of a doctrine�
the page of Holy Wrlt."^*^^ For the whole truth, again,
there Is no other source than the Word. "I,at the ehole
soul be fed by the study of the whole Bible," said Herat1us
Bonar, "so that there may be no irregularity nor Inequality
in the growth of Its parts and powers,"-^''''''
The biblical perspective should be our guide mt
only in matters of faith, but also In matters of practice.
Though the particular practices Christians should engage
in are not necessarily mentioned In Scripture, the princi
ples are there , and should be applied. Practical outwork-
ings of Chriatlanlty should be a matter of applying biblical
principles, not a matter of opinion, even though the opinion
be that of Christians. This includes everything from the
way a Christian should dross to the kind of methods which
should be used in Christian education.
In regard to this latter realm, there is great need
1*76 Ibid., p. 175.
Xff ?ihite. Why Study the Bible? p. 1066.
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for th� dev�loi^nt of a blblloally-baaed mathodology.
Ghriatlanlty not only includes a messag� but also Incites
a ffiethod*-for without a asethod to iHspleiaent it, the mes-
sag� will never be effective. Two main types of reactions
to this need for method can be noted in Christian education.
fhe liberals have taken over from public education the
methods of modern educational psychology, and used them in
Christian education�hence the new, beautifully equipped
Christian education buildings rising all over the country,
with their trained directors and attractive, carefully
planned lesson materials. The difficulty with this move
ment Is that the psychology used In public education has.
In recent years, been based xxpon pre-suppositions which
are anti-Christ Ian; and though many of the methods developed
are pedagoglcally souM, being the result of actual experi
mentation, yet they are often given the wrong "twist"
because of their false underlying assumptions. The liberal
has don� little more than sprinkle this psychology with
holy water and present it to the church as the blueprint
by �tolch her cairistian eduoatlon ahould be guided. The
conservative, on the other hand, has also felt the need
of some sort of methodology to guide hla efforts in Chris
tian education, but either he has feared that a "philosophy"
of Christian education had something unchristian about it,
or else he has not seen the need of an integrated system
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of mothodology* Sluoe a messag� must be implemented by
some sort of method be bas clutched desperately the few
techniquea he was acquainted with or had stumbled upon
and found "worked", such as flannelgraph, object lesson^
attei^lanoe contests and motion scmgs* ^ese he has de�
weloped and depended upon with all his might, often to
find that because they were not pedagoglcally sound , either
intrinsically or in the way they were used, they "worked"
only for a time} or he found that they did not fulfill all
the needs of the learning situation, or that they produced
learning that was distorted, or undesirable learning "by
products". Th� many well-known and sometimes amusing
exas^lee of this kind of teaching need not be cited here.
The mistakes of the liberal and the conservative
have been exactly opposite, and both extremes are serious*
The liberal, in his zeal for an effective methodology,
has failed to base it upon an adequate message, thus sacri
ficing the dynamic of Christianity. The conservative, in
his seal for an adequate mecsege, has failed to Ic^leanent
it with an effective methodology, and thus has often dissi
pated the dynamic of the message. Christian educators need
to get the vision of a Christian education which, message
and method, is the result of a truly biblical perspective
and tdilch appropriates the discoveries of modern psychology
i^ich will help illumine and apply thee� biblical principles.
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Otir oonoluaion, then, is that in matters of faith
and in matters of practice, the church must return to a
study of Ood '8 lord.
^*e are faced, then, with a gigantic tasks the task
of digging into scripture for Ood's perspective In all
realms of knowledge and then applying the principles mtll
they are fiaiy developed in terms of the wealth of facts
availahle. Btit, as w� shall find in th� next portion of
this study, young people are on the lookout for gigantic
tasks to which to harness their ahouadlng energies and
growing skills. ?!hat better ^vx>np than this grot^ could
be set to work to fulfill this need? liCt us challenge th�a
with the task, and then point them to the key to its accom
plishment* "recotirse to the records�as a whole, free
course in tho records as a whole , discourse according to
the records as a whole. "�^"^^ Italics in the original .
For the Ohristlan young person the discovery of
integrative ideas will afford not only th� theoretical satis
faction of "knowing how things tick," but will, as has b��n
noted , tend to revolutionize and r�-dlrect his own personal
living in terms of more significant achievement. For, in
finding how things fit together into a biblical perspective.
178 ^ite. The Papers , Articles, and Memorabilia of
Wilbert Webster ThTFe, Vol. 28, Sec. p7~l, cited by
lHe5Kardt, 0�. oit., p. 213.
nhe will he discovering also his own place in the world j
and that, too, when he is making decisions which will
affect the entire course of his llfe.^*^^
According to Harnerl�^ young people have six basic
needs; to find Ck�d; to find themselves; to find a life
work; to find a life mate; to find society md their rela
tionship to it; to find the church and thdlr relationship
to it* As he searches out and corhss to understand more
and more the biblical perspective In these realms, the
Christian young person will be able to make his decisions
and gear his activities accordingly. For his standards for
a mate and pattern for married life the ^rlstlan youth
will consult Scripture as well as parents or friends. His
choice of a vocation will tie in, not only with his personal
aptitudes, but the biblical picture of God's program for
this age, and be determined on the basis of the principles
of individual guidance he has found in Scripture. His
Christian service and participation In church activities
will not be amatter of coercion by some Sunday school super
intendent, or the drawing power of a particular speaker, but
will be the carrying out of Scriptural insists concerning
the place and program of the church . His spiritual life
will not be warped because of Inadequate teaching. He will
179 Miller, 0�. cit., p. 50.
Harner, 0�. oit., pp. 51, 58.
not be fonnd wavering from one extreme to another be-
oatise of varying Injiinetlons to have more fe^ Ing or
more faith; learn more or love more; try more or tarry
more 5 develop hlmaelf or die to himself; be more peaceful
or more powerful; look at self or look to Ood; be better
organised or freer from the shackles of routine, be more
ambit lo-os or more pliable* . � * Each man ^ has his own
needs, and oan suffer splr^ltual malnutrltution under much
teaching as well as under little , or If he does not re
ceive the content and balance of content suited to hla
own needs i But, It le too mmh to require this kind of
spiritual diet trvm a preacher who must minister to an
entire congregation's needs in �very sermon; such noin?lsh-
ment must be derived for th� most part by eaoh person for
himself i Through an individual, daily feeding v^on God's
lord, the young person will b� able gradually to arrive at
a balanced, whole viewpoint concerning th� Christian life,
and an tsnderstanding of his own individual needs which will
be determinative in his mind, and which will enable him to
fit all the teachings he hears from other sources into
their proper place*
sustaining values Our next formative force in
personality is concerned with the process of transfoiling
Ideals into ideals, or values. If ideas are to be foMsatlv�
in life they cannot remain abstract concepts�they must
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a�stam� a conarate and �motlonallgad form. An idaal is an
id�a lit v^, a "prinoipl� of thought or action parsonified
in a huBan life or symbolisad in th� oreativ� handiwork of
superior personalities ."^^l Closely related to the ideal
Is one's philosopl^ of life, whioh is "a concept of life
possessed of certain outstanding qualities toward which
one feels reverence. Or it is a picture of onesself living
by this ood�*'*"''�^ The most systematic form of a philosophy
of llf� is a scale of values, consisting of a developed
concept of what are the most worthwhile things in life*
This scale of values 'may regulate a person's ambitions
and determine to a great extent his choices .�^^^
If worthy ideals and �tives are to rule the lives
of men and women, they should be woven in during adolescent
day..l84 it .a. at eighteen that Unaoln oonoaivad hi.
great ideal of abolishing sl&'rery. ^e youth lapoleon got
his ideal of a world empire^ Sbakespeax� as a young man
cau^t his ideal of draawitloa which made him a literary
leader,*!^^ Life does not rise higher than the ideals of
Allan, og^. cit., p. 74.
Ibid,, p. 75.
1�^ Ibid . , p. 77.
184 Herbert Carleton Mayer, The Church's Program for
YouBg people (Hew Tork: Th� oentury Co , , l^ifefe ) , p. 25.
18S Ibid., p. 24.
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tbe Individual, fbey become gialdlng factors, chiselling
forces in the life of the adolescent
The idealism of later adolescence is one which has
become finer and more �ndisring. Decisions are more tem-�
pared by reason than in early adolescence, and more likely
to be permanent. Ideas are no longer vague and dreamy,
but formulated into a definite policy of eervic�,^�''' Th�
valijea crystallized at this period will very likely be
those whioh will mould adult life. How important that
they be gained from th� right source.
How do ideas go through this "lighting up" process
which transforms them into values, into goals that impel
the young person's entire llfef First, th� goals which
impel the young person must come to his attention in a
challenging form, lapeolally is this th� key to th� moti
vation of youth. Every nomal young person wants a task
to which he can give himself with enthusiasm and zest ,188
Youth Is the "volunteering age." Once they have found a
goal which seems worthy, there Is no limit to the time and
str�agth ihloh young people will devote to a cause .189
iiiler, og^. cit,, p. 116.
^^"^ Iftdg�, og^. Pit., p* 81,
^88 i,xiai�|,g^ o�. cit., p. 16,
ThcMapson, op, cit,, pp. 43, 44.
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But to arouse this kind of , devotion, the �ause must be
something whleh is big enoiigh' to challenge their �ntir�
personality,3.^0
4 young college student once cam� to his adviser
in utter disgust, and said something like this?
"I am tired of being against everything. I've
been told that there i� nothing to religion and
that complete freedom of personality is th� thing,
I want a cause that can �ak'� some demands of m�*�
a cause that is worth dying for. sir,' do you
have anything that's big enough to do that for me?**!^!
It is in Christianity as rwealed in the pages of
the Bibl� that on� finds th� greatest answer ever mad� to
th� quest of youth for challenging Ideals. "For Qhrist
and His Kingdom" . . . "fo know liffl and to make Him known"
� , , "Tbe whol� Bibl� for th� whole world" , , , thes�
mottoes of Christian schools symbolic� th� supreme chal
lenge that has led thous.ands of young people to their
halls for training.
lot only is th� Bible, th� source of thee� supremely
challenging ideals, but it is also particularly adapted,
in its make-up, to be th� Instrument which will apply the
challenge to the heart of a young person.
Allan tells us that in order to inspire, values
must b� liftedotlit of the realm of abstract oonceptg into
190 !,udwig, loc. oit.
iM^L-. VP* i�� i*?'
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tb# rmlm of tfe� oonorete.l^^ H^e id@al� of scriptw�
conform to this law because they are not in th� realm
of the abstract, but are alive and active In th� lives
and situations depicted therein.
Allan tells us further that on� of the "laws of
evaluation" is that th� best models of th� value� to b�
appreciated be presented, and be presented in the right
order, acoordlng to a growing capacity to appreciat�,^^�
fhe Bibl� has th� beat models of �sristlan livlng**n�v�r
w�r� Ideals embodied more perfectly than in th� lives of
Bible characters, or drteatl^ed more vividly than in the
situations of Bible history. And as for their presenta
tion in th� right order, models of all ranges are ther�,
and if Bibl� study Is an individual, personal affair, it
will naturally result in the selection of the models whioh
ar� most suited to the reader's .spiritual condition. For
the babe in Christ ther� is milk and for tbe mature Chris
tian ther� is Beat�the variety of biblioal characters
and situations is enormous, fhis is true sometimes even
in th� life of one Bibl� character�Payl, for Instance.
The young person hungry for th� type of eaecitemont and
heroism whlob gave Hitler's movement its appeal will find
All^n, 0�. cit^,. pp. 7S, 74.
1�* Ibid., p. 15B.
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it here, as he watches Paul preaching from city to city,
escaping from jail, weathering shipwreck, rising un
daunted frcaa one stoning after another, facing angry mobs,
. . � in perils of rivers, in perils of robber%
in perils from my countrymen, in perils from the
Gentiles, in perils in the city, in perils in the
wilderness. In peril� In the sea, In perils among
false brethren; In labor and travail, in watch isa^s
often, in hunger and thirst. In fastings often.
In cold and nakedness .l^^
As the young person's ambitions mature Into a long
ing for sacrificial service, he will b� Inspired �v�r more
by the devotion of th� man who had the care of all the
churches on his heart; ifeo rejoiced that life worked In
his converts thoiigh d�ath worked in him; m^io told them
constantly that they were his Joy and crown, his beloved,
and In his heart; who was willing to b� anathema If only
hla Jewish brethren would b� saved; who scolded them and
yearned over them and visited them and wrot� to them and
prayed and rejoiced constantly concerning thair spiritual
welfare.
And wh�n the young person's values and goals de�pen
still further, and h� begi,ns to ory, goal is God him*
self, not joy, nor poace, nor �v�n blessing, but himself,
my God," h� will find In th� soul of Paul an �j^resalon
of this earnest longing, aa h� reads* "That 1 aay know
lt4 II Corinthians 11:26, 27.
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hla, an4 the power of his resurrection, and the fellowship
of his stafferlngs . . ."^^^ look u$>on ewe3?grthlng
as loss cc�npared with the overwhelming gain of knowing
Ohrist Jesns my Lord."**-�� . . . '^If� means Ohrist to me.
�197
* .
fhis brings us to the aeoond phase of our discussion
of sustaining values s their deepening and Intensifying.
It Is one thing to discover an ideal j it is another to con
tinue in this attitude so that It becomes a permanent and
growing part of one's life. Another of Allan's laws seems
to apply particularly well here� "the law of repetition of
�timttll.'*^�� seldom, he tells us, are great values dis
cerned fully the first time, �ney must be presented repeated
ly to the attention in order that appreclattlon may grow and
deepen.
So it is with acquiring biblical ideals. Day by day,
as the young peraon has contact with the values gained from
his study, they beccmie strengthened and deepened in his life.
They become a part of the atmosphere of his mind, and from
there trickle out into his daily living. And only by dally
196 phillppians 3 :10.
196 phillppians 3t8, millps.
197 Philippiaaa lj21, Moffat.
198 Allan, 0�. oit., pp. 157, 158.
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oontaot will thay thuf oontinua and devalop. Aa Hillar
axplaina it, "That one heooioea like what he aeee, reads,
thinks upon, is a truism of payohology.**!��
In other words.
Mental pictures in the mind become aids in
character formation. One may state the same prin
ciple thiis�the mental imgery built up beccmtes a
ruling, controlling, shaping factor in one's habits
and personality. The first step in changing a life
is to alter the type of mental pictures or images
stored tap in the mind. "If there be any virtue,. ,
think on these" is the way in which Paul states this
sOtil-alterlng eaqperience.
Then what have we to do to build character? Basic
to the process is the grace of God. We lead to the
Master by changing the mental images with which the
mind is stored, vm fill the mind with pictures of
rigjit-doing, ideals of purity, tbonghts of noble
deeds, ideas of a life of service, portrayals of
Ohristlan life, or Ohristianlty working itaelf
th2& u|^ personality .... <%aracter will always
be in accord with these images.
. . . Aaslst the adolesoent In weaving into the mind
those mental lm�ges which will work themaelves out
in character transformation. An intellect filled
with these images, thotight patterns stamped into
the structure of the mind, is the strongest instrument
in the hands of teachers of youth for the building of
Christian character. They give grace a field for
operation
One reas<m why it is so important that the Ohristlan' s
mind be occupied with the values of Scripture is the fact
that he is surrounded by a variety of Influences which
could weaken or destroy his ideals.
199 Miller, op. cit., p. 33.
200 Ibid., pp. 38-34.
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the OTdimrj tefteions and triala of life, faoed
without the fortifioaticm of a high outlook, oan so absorb
the attention of a young person that his ideals are noglee-
ted and lost, without his being �onsoious of the faot
until the damage is deep, fhe hot climate or crowded liv
ing Quarters; the noisy room-mate or crying baby; the sick
parent or exacting boss; the gosaipy neither or the
worldly boy friend; the delayed pay raise or the broken
date; the worn overcoat or the dilapidated washing maohinei
the endless oolatteral reading or the endless dirty dishes;
situations like these form the atmosphere of daily living.
Even his church life, the young person discovers, can hav�
its v�ry mundan� trials; the drafty aMitorlum; the lack
of young people the right age; the rainy weather on the
afternoon of the Sunday school picnic; the curtains between
Sunday school classes which let all the sounds through ;
the raspy voice of the pastor. These trying aspects of
ordinary life will tend to produce in a person a correspon
ding frame of mind unless he is able to create and sustain
a mental atmosphere or outlook which will enable him to see
these things In the proper perspective. Obviously, th�
only true and Ohristlan viewpoint is God's viewpoint, *Get
God's viewpoint �* Is the first step toward a solution to
every problem. And the best way to get and keep His view
point is by the reading and atudylng of His Word, so that
the mind Is dally and howly saturated with its high Ideals,
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and tho amotions atlrrad by Its Impelling goals, Chris
tian youth must learn to live "at Ephesus, in Christ,^
Alexander Maolaren has put it forcefully i
Let me say to you, then, if you want to be
strong, let scripture truth occupy and fill and
be always present In your mind, Tbere are powers
to rtile and to direct all conduct, motive powers
of the strongest character in these great truths
of Ckjd's revelation, fhey are meant to influence
a man in all hla doings, and it is for us to bring
the greatest and solemnlst of them to bear on the
smallest things of dally life, Si^ose, now, that
you go to yoxjr worlc and some little difficulty-
starts up in your path, or some trivial annoyance
ruffles yotar teag^er, or some lurking temptation is
suddenly sprung upon you, $\3^pose your mind and
heart were saturated With 0od*s truth, with the
great thoughts of His being, of His love, of Sis
righteousness, of CJhrist�s death for you, of
Christ's presence with you, of Christ's guardianahlp
over you, of Ohrist 'a present will that you should
walk in His ways, of the bright hopes for the future-
do you think it would be possible for you to fall
into sin, to yield to temptation, to be annoyed by
any irritation or bother, or overweighted by aay
duty? Ho, itiosoever lives with the thoughta that
God haa given us in Hla Wox*d familiar to his mind
and within easy rea�^ of b^ls hand, has therein an
armlet against all possible temptation, a teat that
will unveil the hidden corruption in the sweetest
seduetion, and a calming power that will keep his
heart still and collected in the midst of agitation.
If the ^rd of God dwell in your hearts, tho fangs
are taken out of the serpent. If you drink any
deadly thing it shall not hurt you, and you elll
�be strong in the Lord and in the power of his might,'
Besides the ordinary tensions of living, there are
influences confronting the young person today that are
actually subversive, some subtle and some quite obvious.
201 Alexander Maolaren, cited by Smith, o�, cit,.
p, 18 .
but all mora or laaa poisonous In tbalr effoot vpon blgb
idaala. fba young parson in the factory has the impact
of a constant stream of vile talk, the blare of jazs,
the smell of smoke with him eight hours a day. The uni
versity student is faced with an atmosphere of secul^iam
and paganism which permeates the very air he breathes.
The business girl faces the temptation of devoting her
earnings to the allurements of a aensate age, with its
craving for fine clothes, good food and exciting enter
tainment. !Ilie young housewife, likewise, turning to her
radio or magasine for diversion from her duties, is be
sieged by visions of beautiful homes, stylish clothes,
labor-saving machines, and an exciting life of three-cor
nered love affairs or murder and intrigue. tt^vuM? end
sex beckon from the billboards. On every hand su^ influ
ences reach out for young people. The result of the wrong
images whioh are being sown among adolescents is especially
evident in the non-Ohristlans . ikmong them, sexual abuse is
Increasing, social atandards are being disregarded, crime
waves are rising, and divoroe seems to be the rule rather
than the exception.202 the Christian young person the
effect of the influences is usually less evident, but Is
nonetheless real. It is usually to be detected first in
202 Miller, 0�. cit., p. 33.
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th� spiFttml �<sooling off* which �ooompanl�� %h�
ppe&xml dl�lBtogration of high idoals.
As they grow tap in the midst of an Inoreaslngly
secular, materialistic culture. Christian young people
need desperately to learn, as did ISoaes in similar air-
oUBBstances, to endure , "as seeing him who is invisible, "203
fhe riches of their inheritance as heirs of Ood and Joint-
heirs of Christ204 jBust be so real to them, that, in the
light of this transcendent glory and supresMS challenge,
these other attractions will be recognised as mere glitter
and aham, and they will resolutely follow in the footsteps
of yomg Moses,
, . , choosing rather to share ill treatment with
the people of God than to enjoy the pleasures of sin
for a season I accounting the reproach of Christ
greater riches than the treasurers of Igypt ; for he
looked la^on the reconqpense of reward, , , ,�06
The secret of strengthening day by day the supreme
values is given in the words of Howard Kelly*
Let dally Bible then be my rook and my citadel,
my high tower overlooking the �ity of Eion, where I
dwell secwe from all the wiles of the �n�my, th�
sword of ray spirit for d�f�nslv� and offensiv� war
fare on tb� arch mmj of ota? soula,�an armory full
of weapons, not carnal, but spiritual and mightythrong God to the casting down of strongholds,**^�
203 Hebrews lls27,
204 Romans 8 si?,
2*^ Hebrews lls25, 86,
206 HowaM Kelly, cited by Smith, 0�, oit,, p. 86,
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In tmy generation, but espeolally in %S�es Ilk�
these, a philosophy of life whioh does not tak� into
aooount orisis and tragedy ia simply not reallstio and
adequate, lapeoially Is this true of yomg people�young
men faolng battle fields and prison oampsi young sweet
hearts and wiv�s faelng bereavement, and young mothers
wondering what th� future holds for their little ones;
outgoing missionaries risking perseoutlon and martyrdom
before their return; and all young poople faolng in their
llfetlm� annihilation by an atomic war or, what oould be
worse, the heel of occupation by a dictatorship. Mjer�
oan they find values which will sustain them through times
like these, when m�n�s hearts ar� failing them for fear?
Under modern tensions, thousands ar� breaking down and
finding their way to psychiatrists or mental hospitals .^07
But often the need cannot be mot thus. Thm grsat answer
to these desperate olrciMstanees Is the truths of God's
lord, and th� witnesses are legion to th� faot that In su<^
hours its truths do sustain.
Some time ago I m�t some Christians who had lived
for three years under the Husslan rule in Eoenlgsberg.
They had lived to see 76,000 out of 110,000 inhabi
tants of their town die from starvation. I �annot
go Into detail, but hunger and utter lawlessness broke
down all standards of civilization; there were �v�n
cases of cannibalism. *In th� situation,' I was told
207 Lankard , o�, cit., p. 84.
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by those men and women vho had been mlraonlously
spared, and whose sufferings had purified them,
*we oould read no other book but the Bible, � � . .
These are the people In our modem civilisation who
know how to read the Bible as an up-to-date book,
written for them, and who are able to see God's
light here and nowh^e else, able to find His
comfort only here,208
In all the circtmistances of life, whether they are
frought with mundane trials, degrading Influences, or
shattering crises, young people need to master and be
mastered, through faithful Bible study, by the sustaining,
upholding values of God's Word,
In a time of breakdown and depression It Is
courage and Insist which we need. In those dark
hours we need to overcome fear and indecision. In
a hard age we need moral reinforcement. We need
the inner resistance whioh will not allow us to
succomb to hard and gruelling circumstances. In a
prosperous age we need to develop an inner control
which will help ua to overcome th^ fatty dogenera-
tlon so often characteristic of ages of prosperity
and Indolence . m need help In �very age. It ia
only that the scene shifts and different qualities
are needed , depending on the circumstances .20�
The Bible is adequate for �very olrctmistano� , for
it has tho
, , , ability to give reinforcement to the jaded
spirit and the thirsty soul in its time of need, or
to give new hope to and fir� ambition In thos� adven
turous spirits as they lean forward for �v�n fuller
experiences in life ,210
208 �A Light and Guide," The Bible a Light and
Guide, A Manual for Ministers, (few York OTty: American
Bible Society, Deo, 10, 1950), p, 8,
209 i^nkard, o�. �it., p. 109,
210 Ibid,, p, 209,
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The Bible ie not & book of defeat or a literature
of despair* it is a literatta*� of tritafflp-h. It is
rooted and gromded in the philosophy that the
children of �en are supported and reinforced In
their Ideals by one who is �Lord of lords and King
of kings It oontalna a fountain of strength for
those who desire to have the power to overcome.*!*
Oontaot with stqperlor personalities. The other forma*
tlve forces whlOh have been examined ar� directed mainly to
ward one part of man's personality�toward his will powar,
or his �motions, or his reason. Something is ne�d�d which
will Infltwinc� his p�rsonallty as a whol� In a formatlv�
way. However, nothing lose than personality as a whole can
acooi^llflh this goal of affecting personality as a whole.
"Oreat Ideas make their ftill Impaot UPon men's lives only
when they ar� incarnated In living persenaliti^s who believe
in them and act upon thmt*^^^^ ite have dealt with this fact
in passing, but it is in^ortant enough to dcasand more ext�n-
slve treatment.
It is men and womon at their best that give ua the
inspiration to do th� same. Human lives have been trans-
formed by the carefiil studying and contemplating of other
livos. In building our philosophy of llf�, we need th�
211 Ibid., p. 119.
212 Allan, 0�. oit., p. 167.
Ibid., p. 168.
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iaapiration that eomea from oontaot with thoao iri&o have
lived gloriously .SI*
thia faot is novhere more significant than in the
consideration of the needs of the hero-worshipping adoles
cent* The psychology of moulding adolescent personality
demands the use of this powerful "contagion of character*
which issues from people who are surcharged with the quali-
tios which our creeds describe, "fhe strongest invitation
to C^istian living that can be given a young person is a
^araoter that lives the Oospel .�21$
In the Sible this heed is gloriously met.
Our Bible is a book of lives, Xt is a book of
men praying rather than a book of prayer, of men
believing rather than a book of beliefs, of men
ainning and righting themselves rather than a book
of ethics,�1�
Or, as Lankard puts itt
� � , Th� Bible is like a vast assembly hall
filled with men and women, some of whom ar� graat,
some weak and sinful, but all of whom may b� guides
to follow�great and noble souls to emulate, or
villians or weaklings to be avoided. Let us join
coisgpany with some of the groat and noble souls who
walk up and down through the pages of this literature,*
A real acquaintance with these great personalities
214 |L,ankard , 0�, oit,, pp. 75, 76,
2XS Miller , 0�. cit,. p, 116.
216 Gannett, Blessed Be Drudgery . cited by feite.
Why Study the Biblet. p, lo6B7
21^Lankard, 0�, cit. , p, 216.
mwill give yoiang people lllmlaatlon and Inspiration whioh
they oan reeelve nowhere else, and whioh, the more they
St\3^y, will beoome refleoted in their lives.
Sow we shall be strengthened In the Inner man
as we assool%te with Abraham th� pioneer with a
g�n�rona spirit j Moses th� founder of a nation and
man of meekneaa j Samnel jfalthfnl all the days of his
life I David harolo, hman, �hlvalrous, and dramatloj
Elijah th� stem, meteor-like prophet of <lehoirah|
iymos who makes us aware of a Ood of jus tie� j Isaiah
master orator, posaeasor of a ai^erb style, and a
man of faitai; Jeremiah the prophet of the Inner lifej
]^ekiel prophet and prieat who was the master mind
of the exile } lehemlah builder of the walls of J�ru-
salem; John the Baptist, forejpnnner of Jeeusi Simon
Peter leader of the apostles; and John the beloved
disGlplei
And If we go In and out among the Gospels we
{i^all be In �ompany with a man In whose faoe was a
llj^t never *�en before on land or sea. , .
At this point we are able to go further l^an pay-'
ohology oan ever tak� us, and marvel and rejolo� at tho
faot that iibl� stndy will not only mak� real to us oia?
Lord as i� walked among man, but draw us into aetual oontaot
with His glorloua person, frti� And deepening love is based
upon genuine and deepening understanding. Inoreaing Insight
into the person and work of the Son of God, gained by keen
Bible sttidy under the Illumination of the Holy Spirit, will
make Him real and preolous to th� heart and mind of the
young person, and will result in a depth of fellowship ob-
tAlnable in no other way. And this supernatural contact
with the Superior Fersonality 1� th� strongest of all forces
218 Ibid., pp. 164, 165.
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in forming ohar&oter* The result will be that young people,
"with unveiled faoe beholding as in a mirror the glory of
the Lord, are transformed into the same image from glory to
glory, even as from the Lord the Spirit.**�"^�
Susaaary � Having beoome orientated in the Soript\ia*al
viewpoint of the meaning and value of Bible study, we turned
to the realm of psyehology, maintaining that the entire per
sonality should be considered in planning for spiritual de
velopment, and that psychology, a study of part of God's
natural revelation, could furnish valuable insights concern
ing the funotion of the Bible in Christian education*
As a basis for our study we used Allan's fourfold
classification of formative forces � these, when personally
applied, lift life to higher levels � We noted in a preli
minary way the impol�tance of applying proper formative
forces during the formative period of life. Our study
resulted in the following conclusions j
Sustained efforts resulting in the formation of proper
skills and habits are the only road to effective Bible study.
The key, integrative ideas discovered in the Bible
will dispel the confusion of modern living and co-ordinate
the life of a young person into greater heights of achieve
ment for Ood. This is evidenced positively by the accomp-
819 II oor. 5sl8,
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llahments of <2iri�tian� fdio h&ve Integratocl Soriptural
prinolplea with vaa?loi�a areas of htaaan life, and negatively
by the laok of effeotlvenees and loss of faith on the part
of Ghrlstians who have not achieved such an integration.
A biblical perspeotlve needs especially to be in control of
the faith and practice of the Ohristlan church j conflicting
and partial doctrinal viewpoints hav� had tragi� effects
upon the spiritual life of the church, and a lack of inte
grating biblical principles and practical procedures has
greatly impaired her ministry. During this transition
period of life, youth Is In special need of being guld�d
by Scrlptviral principles.
Th� great, sustaining values of time and �t�rnity
ar� found In Scripture, which prssente them in the challen
ging, concrete and varied form that captures the loyalty of
young people � Continual contact with Scripture will fill
the mind with these Ideals and give strength to live above
the pressures of th� ordinary trials, subvarslv� influ
ences and shattering crises of life.
Contact with th� superior personalltias of th� Bibl�
is essential, because here is the only formative foroe whioh
is able to make impact upon the idiole personality. The
supreme example of this principle is the transformation
wrought by the deepening fellowship with Christ made poaslble
by a study of the Bible.
OHAPTEH III
THE BATTMl OF mm^ATM 0IBLB STWY FOE GiBISTIAK
TOMO PE0PI.B
We have eacplored the posaihilitiee ef adequate Bihie
atudy with relation to the Christian eduoation of youth,
and have found these possibilities to be enormoxis � How
ever, t^is discovery is coupled with the realisation that
In most oases Christian young people are not reaping suoh
benefits from Bibl� study.
From summer to summer multitudes of young Christians
attend Bible conferences all over the country, end come
away quickened and renewed in their Christian lives. laving
been told many times that Bible study Is essential to a
strong cairistian life, they resolve to read It regularly,
and put into practice their resolutions as soon as thay g�t
horn�. However, many of these young people do not seem to
get from their study the help they expected. It is not long
before they ejcperlenoe a dullnass in th�ir r�ading, and
broken resolutions. Bible study becomes an intermittent
affair, until, a few months after returning from the Bible
conference, it Is �ntir�ly discontinued, and they are de
feated, discouraged Christians.^ The plight of many a
1 Wilbur M. Smith, profitable Bible Study (Boston:
A. Wilde Company, 1939), pp. 7, 8.
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yoiaig person ia oxproaeod by tho oonfession of a young
to John Suthariana Boiinalls
. . � *I honeatly triad to road It," ha aald,
"but I cotJldn�t Hiaka anything of It. I keep It
now In the bottom of a burean drawer. Maybe it
helps aome people but it just doesn*t do a thing
for me."�
In attainting to account for the situation, it is
suggested for one thing that few people know how to read
this Book?�they have not been taught adequate methods.
In this chapter we shall consider the problem of method in
Bible study. After gaining some ins Ight into the nature
and need of adequate method, we shall go on to examine the
inductive method to see what it can offer to meet t^is need.
I. OT mm OP Ai ASiwri mumm
In order to unders tend just why adequate method is
so necessary and so important, we need to understand just
what method is, and what it does.
Tbe funotion of suitable methods of Bible study .
When anything is to be done, the question of how is always
important, and that how involves a method.'^ tSethod is
2 John Sutherland Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor and
people (Kew York? Baxter Ic Brothers Publisher87^1948), p. 191 .
3 Loo, cit.
4 Howard Tillman Kuist, These Words Xfpon Thy Heart
{Rlcbmond, Virginias John Knox Press, i.947), p.
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limply the mo�t aenslble, pi*aatleal amd beat way of doing
anything. S Another term for It Is proeednre. fhe essential
Ing^pedlent of procedure Is that It be suited to the purpose
In view. Men have learned by experience that when something
is to be done, some ways of doing it are better than others,
because these ways achieve the end in view, and achieve it
more efficiently.� Another way of looking at method is that
it is a way or path toward a goal. As such, it Involves cer
tain stops to be taken in a certain oi^er.''' the funotion of
method, then, is to reach a certain goal, and to reach It in
the most effective mwmeTm In order to discover a method
which is adequate, one must decide on the goal to be reached,
and then determine what steps, in what order, will lead to
that goal.
Applying this to the study of the Bible, th� funotion
of a method of Bible study ia to enable the Bible to accom-
pllah its purpose. In the previous chapter we found from
our biblical invest Igatitm that the purpose of the Scripture
is to be an Instrument of Christian education, imparting in*
struotion and illtmilnation, aud resulting in the growth.
6 Charles Richard Eberhardt, fhe Bible in the Making
of Ministers (Hew York: Association fresa, 1&4�T, p. ll9.
6 Kuist, 0�. oit., p. 48.
7 Robert A. Tralna, Method in Bible Study and
Teaohing (unpublished work, 1951), p. 4.
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�alty and stability ahlab leads to spiritual maturity. We
dlseovered also some psychological reasons tor the suita
bility of Bible study to acooispllsh these purposes, learn
ing taaat as a result of sustained efforts It provides inte
grative ideas, sustaining values, and contact with superior
personalities. Now we come face to face with the fact that,
unless proper ways of handling this wonderful inatrustent
are maatered, the instrument will be partially or coi^letely
ineffective. �ie revelation is at our disposal, but without
a response, the i^evealing prooess oannot be complete.� if
the Bible ia to accomplish Its p\irpose, suitable methods
must be tised in studying it} that is, steps which will lead
to this goal must be discovered and followed.
Our biblioal and psychological invest igatioaa gave
us some information concerning these steps* But before
dealing with them, we shall consider additional evidence
that the development of an adequate method of Bible study
is of great importance.
The yreyalency of uiiauitable methoda of Bible atudy.
The praotical-minded person may not be impressed as much
by theories of method as by getting a glimpse of the kind of
Bible study Christians are actually doing, and noting the
8 Kuist, 0�. cit., p. 87.
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tragic reaiiita of faablc, faulty efforts to wield the
sword of the Spirit,
Too lauch Bible study that Christians do is a
piecemeal affair, here a little and there a little. The
Bible knowledge of many people consists in the main of
isolated texts,, sometimes wrongly learned, and often com
pletely divorced from their contexts.� This kind of Bible
stttdy is illustrated by the "plum picking" whioh some
young people do-��>going to tihe Bible for a suitable verse
to say in a youtig people's meeting. It is illustrated by
the way that t^e Bibles of many Christiana fall open at
favorite chapters.'''�
The resxilt of fragmentary Bible study is a lack of
cos^rehensive Imowledgo of biblioal truth piecemeal
reading of verses here and there gives only scattered im
press ions,^2 and as a result there is no organizing into
a unity, and no sense of a book as a whole. A haphasard
9 Howard Tillman Kuist, How to mjoy the Bjble (Re
printed from the Presbyterian oT the South, 3409 iSrook Road,
Hichmond, Va. Copyrl^t, 1939 by Howard Tillman Kuist), p. 3.
10 Wilbert Webster Ihite, Hhm Divine Library� Its
4buse and gae (Hew York Oityj International Committee of the
Young SfSn'sTiarlstlan Associations, n.d, , p. 9.
Loc. cit.
12 Kills t, 0�. oit.
1� Eberhardt, 0�. oit., p. 143, citing Wilbert W. ISaite,
The papers. Articles and IS�mor�b11 ie of l^lbert W. White ,
^oT. 19, sec. 6, p. 1; from Dorothy taFerhouse, Term paper
submitted for Old Testament Book Stxidies, Dr. Howard T. Kuist,
September 50, 1957.
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diet of SoriptuTfil iioiarlriamont is tho cause of much of
the severe spirittml anaemia stiff�red by Oferistiana.
Another characteristic of a great deal of Bible
study is that it is second-hand, fher� ar� so many valu-
able aids availabl� today, that, i�h�n preparing for Bibl�
study, th� first question people ask is vhat helps to uee.^^
fhe reault ia apt to be that the student leama the aids
but not th� subjsct.^� Furthermore, he is dialed the joy
and inspiration of drinking at the fountain for himseif
By depending %on books about th� Bible instead of the Bible
itself, many Christians nev�r �xperleno� the joy of dis
covery and the satisfaction of mastery ii^ich would make
their Bible study a rewarding task rather than a diatasto-
ful duty.
This brings us to a third fault of Bible readers-
approaching the Bible with th� wrong basio viewpoint.!'''
some Christians engage in what might be called penal
or miagloal Bible study�reading it from duty, feeling that
the mere reading will produce the rig^t effect. Moody com
pared this kind of study with the way a certain boy hoed
14 Kulst , ��. oit.. pp. 3, 4.
15 Eberhardt, loo, oit., citing Ubite, loo, oit.
1� Kuist, 0�. cit., p. 4.
17 jiherhardt, loc. cit., citing \liiite, loo. cit.
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�ornj 3ai� work waa ao poor that when he left the field
for the night he had to imrk th� plaoe ao that he eoiad
tell where to begin work the next raoraing#lS
Bonnell telle of a eonveraation with this type of
Bible readers
� � � In the oours� of a conversation a woman said
th me, "The Bible is a wonderful book, i Just
wouldn't dream of commencing th� day without reading
my chaptar." It was twelv� o'clock noon when she
said this.
"Tell me," I answered, "what did you get out of
that chapter this morning? %hat lessons did you
learnt What message did you get from God?"
^e replied, "one can't read the Bible without
getting a blessing from it. It is alwaya inatruoting
xia."
"Tea, that le very true," I said, "but woiad you
mind telling me what particular instruction you got
today?" She wasn't able to recall anything fr�ai her
reading and confessed that that was true not only on
the day of our Interview but every day. She felt
that she was accumulating merit by reading a chapter
a day. It was the rl^t ^Ing to do, she thought,
altogether apart from whether or not she waa helped
by her reading. She had mistakenly regarded the
Bible as a talisman.19
Then th�r� is th� viewpoint of thoa� who approach
the Bible fooling that they must do something to it, not
roaliaing that the important thing is x2ot what we do to it,
but what it does to us. Just as we read good books or
18 ihite. The pivine Library . pp. 4, 5.
19 Bonnell, 0�. cit.. pp. 191, 192.
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listen to great musieal o<saposition8, not to improve them,
tettt to be inijroved by th�n, so it should be with the study
of the Bible*^^ But many ^^ristians approach the Bible
with such a readinesa to find In it their own interpreta
tions or those of others that the Scripture does not have
a chance to speak for itself. Critical problems or syst^awi
of theology, while valtiable as aids, can so control a per
son's stMy of t^e Bible that many of its rich truths are
never seen, and cannot make an loipact upon the heart and
mind of the student .^1
Pioeomeal , second-hand, superficial or biaaed hand
ling of the scripture will prevent it from being the power
ful instrument in the instruotion and illumination of the
Christian that It was designed to be. To be a workman that
does not need to be ashamed, the Christian must learn to
handle aright the Bord of truth . It Is to a consideration
of this rl^t handling, the **how," a method of Bible study
that is adequate, that we turn now.
II. THE ADEQllACy OF THE IHDtJOTIVE METHOD FOB YOUNG PEOPLE
Seeing the relevance to Bible atudy of the scientific
approach, ^Ite populariiced a method of Bible study whioh
80 Kulst, Hoe to Enjoy the Bible, pp. 4, 5.
21 White, 0�. cit . , p. 10.
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has been daseribed by v&vtouB terms, but Is probably
most widely known as the Inductive method.�2
Induction and deduction are Inseparable features of
th� process of Investigation, Induction provides tho
general princlplea from which deduction proceeds. Induc
tion is therefore th� beginning of th� process; deduction
is the Conclusion. iitien applied to Bibl� study, induc
tion means that th� student bsgins his work by devoting
himself to a study of the Bible itself, and bases his
deductions upon what he finds, rather than coming to the
Bibl� to substantiate the deduction� with which he la
acquainted.
The method haa had thorough and imaginative treat
ment by various authorities. Our purpose is simply to
present th� method in unteohnioal, practical langmge, and
to show its adequacy as a method of Bible study for Ohris
tlan youmg people.
A description of the inductive method . Ind,uetive
Bible study as a method, involves a series of steps, ^eae
steps can be summariaed most siai|}ly ass
22 Eberhardt , 0�. cit., p. 133.
23 Herman H. Home, The Psychological principle s of
Eduoation, p. 180, cited by ifcerhardt . op~i t . , p . i3l .
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1� Obsepvation � what do I see?
2* Interpretation what does it mean?
3� Application � what does it mean to me?24
Step ntsBber one, when taken conscientiously, and
taken first, is the step which makes the study inductive
rather than deductive. It la otir contention that because
thia step is frequently omitted, or is not taken first�
that is, because Ghristlahs interpret and apply without
having truly observed�the goal of the Bible as an instru
ment of Christian growth is so often missed* Most of our
time will therefore be spent upon an examination of the
prooess of obsorvaticm*
Kulst spends an entire chapter of his significant
work proving that sharpened senses and the power to under
stand are intimately conaeoted." A growing ability to
unaerBtand InyoXv.s al.rt �>d toom^ �n.. l�pr�..lon..25
Another way of putting it would be that sl|#t alwaya precedes
Inslgbt. It is true that all of us poasess the power of
si^t, and use it to some extent. However,
, � * Comparatively few individuals use what sight
they have to the best advantage* Eeally to see
requires concentration* And concentration Involves
a self-dlseipline which imfortunately wmj indivi
duals are not prepared to exert. � � .*�
24 JTames C. Stout, cited by Trdina, op. oit., p. 61.
25 Kulst, These Wprda ?pon Thy Heart , p. 69.
^� Ibid., p. 87.
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I*earaln@ to see & thing oxaotlj as it la Involvaa stripping
away from it yonr own llklnga and dlallkings, yonr own pre
vious notions of what It ought to he, and coming face to
face with the thing Itaelf .2? Benry David Thoreau said,
man must see before he can say* � � � At first blush, a
man la not capable of reporting truth, To do that he must
be drenched and aaturated with It* Then truth will e^diale
from him naturally�*�8 j^j^ studying the Bible, we seem
to feel capable of eidfealing truths before we have made even
a good beginning of really seeing a psissage, much less soak
ing ourselves in it, Hiite tells us of his experience in
leading students to U3%deratand what it means to observe t
� * � 4 ^od way to make plain what la meant by an
observation Is to take a short passage like the first
psalm, road It over, and call attention to what is
there, or ask those who listen to you to tell you
what is there. I have tried this with th� first Psalm
on different classes* All kinds of interpretations,
applications, impressions, conclusions and supposi
tions have been suggested. With a bunch up at the
bay, I think It was, last summer, I did this, and
after quite a while I asked th�^ to notice that there
is a tree in this first psalm I Ther� Is chaff toos
and a seat, and ways and a way. Thar� is wgter and
green laaves, and wind, and a congregatloni*�
The first step in inductive Bible study la sls^ly to
l^bid., p. 6S, citing George Herbert Palmer.
2� Doc. cit.
29 Wilbert W. ?hite. The Forerunner of a Manual on
the Hlrhway to Mastery (Albany s Prank 't, Svory"& Co . ,
OToTTp^o^^
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��� a paasage juat as it is, laaither falling to diaolpline
one's self to see evejpything tbat there is to see, nor
aasnmlng and taking for granted what one oiJght consoiously
to notice, Awarenasa and thorou^nesa are the marks of
effective observation,^� The development of the ability to
observe will reap rich rewards. "^Habits of observation and
patient comparison will lead to accurate jiMgaent. Thes�
processes will mutually assist in opening the eyes of the
But how does one learn to obaervef The question will
probably be answered moet satisfactorily as we watch the
budding and bloaaoming of thia akill in the oxperienoe of
a student of Aga^ssis, the great natural scientist. Teachers
of tho inductive method have tuied this illustration to in
spire many a student to undertake an adventure in first-hand
aoquaintanoe^2 ^ith. the Bible. The introduction is by ihite.
The Btudent . the Fi�3a. and A^oasita
% the Student
This bit of experienoe with a great teacher is an
eacoellent example of right method�going direotly
into the subject itself Instead of Into books about
^0 Tralna, 0�. oit * . p. 59.
SI Kuist, 0�. oit . . p. 87.
^2 Ibid., p. 45.
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tho aubjeot of attiiy. Its application to Bible
atudy is obvious.
It was more than fifteen years ago that I
entered the laboratory of professor Agassis, and
told him I had enrolled aiy name in the scientifio
school as a student of natiiral history. He asked
me a few questions about my object in coming, my
antecedents generally , the mode in which I after
wards proposed to use the knowledge I mi^t acquire,
and finally, whether I wished to study any special
branch. To the latter I replied that while I
wished to be well grounded in all departments of
zoology, I purposed to devote myself specially to
insects �
"^toen do you wish to begin?" he asked.
�?How,** I replied.
Thia seemed to please him, and with an energetic
"very well," he reached from a shelf a huge Jar of
spoeimens in yellow alcohol.
"fake this fish," said he, "and look at it; we
call it a laemulon; by and by I will ask v^at you
have seen."
With that he left me, but in a moment returned
with explicit instructions as to the care of the
object entrusted to me.
"Ho man is fit to be a naturalist," aald he, "who
does not know how to take care of specimens."
I was to keep the fish before me in a tin tray,
and occasionally moisten the surface with alcohol
from the jar, always taking care to replace the
stopper tightly. Those were in the days of ground
glass stoppers, and elegantly shaped exhibition jars;
all the old students will recall the huge, necklass
glass bottles with their leaky, wax-besmeared corks ,
half eaten by Insects and begrimed with cellar dust.
Bitomology was a cleaner science than ichthyology,
hut the example of the professor who had unhesita
tingly plunged to the bottom of the jar to produce
the fish waa infectious ; and though this alcohol had
"a very ancient and fishlike smell," I really dared
not show any aversion within these sacred precincts,
and treated the alcohol as though It were pure water.
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Still I tvas oonaclous of a passing feeling of disa
ppointment, for gaslng at a flah did not eommend
Itself to an ardent entomologist, K!y friends at
home, too, were annoyed, when they discovered that
no amotmt of Eati de Cologne wonld drown the perfimie
which hannted me lllce a shadow.
In ten minutes I had seen all that could be seen
In that flah, and started in search of the professor,
who had, however, left the museum j and when I re
turned, after lingering over some of the odd animals
stored In the upper apartment, my specimen was dry
all over, i daahed the fluid over th� fish as If to
resuscitate It from a fainting fit, and looked with
anxiety for a return of the nomal, sloppy appearance.
This little excitement over, nothing was to be done
but return to a steadfast gaze at my mut� ooB5>anion*
Half an hour passed, an hour, another hotirj the flah
began to look loathscmje. I turned it over and around;
looked it in the face�ghastly; trcm behind, beneath,
above, sldoways, at a thre � -quart�rs � view� juet as
ghastly. I was in despair; at an �arly hour I con
cluded that lunch was necessary; so with infinite
relief, the fish was carefully replaced in the jar,
and for an hour I was fr��.
On my retiam, I learned that Professor Agassis had
been at the museum, but had gone and would not return
for several hours. Ify fellow students were too busy
to be disturbed by continued conversation. Slowly I
drew forth that hideous fish, and with a feeling of
desparation again looked at it. X ml^t not use a
magnifying glass; instruments of all kinds were inter
dicted. Ity two hands, my two eyes, and the fish; it
seemed a most limited field. X pushed my fingers down
its throat to se� how sharp ita t��th wer�. X began
to count th� scales in th� diff�r�nt rows until I was
convinced that that was nonsanse. At last a happy
thought struck me� I would draw the fish; and now with
surprise I began to discover new features in th�
creatiar�. Jtist th�n the professor returned.
"That is rig^t," said he; "a penc 1 is one of
the best eyes. I am glad" to notice, too, that you keep
your specimen wet and your bottle corked."
With these encouraging worda he added,�
�Well, what is it like?"
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He listened attentively to ay brief retieareal
of the struotnre of parts whose names were still
unknown to me i the fringed glllarohes and movable
opercxalum; tha pores of the head, fleshly lips,
and lldlesa eyes; the lateral line, the splnour
fin, and forked tail; th� ocsnpressod and arched
body, ihen I had finished, he waited as if oaepect-
ing more, and then, with ati air of disappointment j
"You hav� not looked very carefully; why," he
continued, more earnestly, "you haven't seen on� of
tbe most conspicuous feattu*�� of th� animal, whioh
is as plainly before yoxir eyes a� the fish lts�lf .
Look again ; look again I" and he left me to my misery*
I was pi<|u�d; I was mortified* Still more of
that wretched fiahf But now i set mfBelt to the
task with a will, and discovered one new thing after
another, until I saw how just the professor's criti
cism had been, fhe afternoon passed quickly, and
when, toward Its close, th� professor inquired,
"Do you se� it yet?"
"Ho," I replied, "I am certain I do not, but I
see how little I saw before."
"that is next best," said he earnestly, "but 1
won't hear you now; put away your fish and go home;
perhaps you will b� ready with a better answer in
the morning. I will examine you be'fBii**i'"ybu look
at the fish*"
fJtkXm was disconcerting; not only must I think of
my fish all nlgbt, studying, without the object
before me, what this unknown but most visible feature
might be, but also, without r�vl�wing my new dis
coveries, I must gly� an exact accotmt of them the
next day. I had a bad memory; so I walked home by
Charles Elver in a distracted state, with my per
plexities*
Th� cordial greeting from the professor the next
morning was raassuring; h�r� was a man who s ��m�d
to be quit� as anxious as 1 that I should so� for
myself what he saw.
"Do you perhaps mean," I asked, "that the fish
has symmetrioal aides with paired organs?"
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Hla thopouglily pleased, "Of oowse, of oowsel"
repaid the wakeful hours of th� previous night*
After ho had disoourad most happily and �nthuaiasti-
oaliy�aa ]a� always did�upon th� importanc� of this
point, I v�ntur�d to ask what I should do naxt.
"Oh, look at your fiShl" h� said, and l�ft m�
again to aiy own d�Tio�s* In a littl� mor� than an
hour h� rotum�d and haajwl my n�w oatalogu�*
"fhat is good, that is good I" h� r�p�at�d, "hut
that is not allj go on*" And so, for thro� long
days, he placed that fish before my �y�s, forbidding
m� to look at anything �Is�, or to us� any artificial
aid* "Irook, look, look," waa hie repeatad injunction.
This was the best entomological lesson I ever had�
a lesson whose influenoe haa �Ktended to the details
of every subsequent study j a legacy the professor haa
left to me, as he left it to many others, of inesti
mable value, which we oould not buy, with which we
cannot part*
The fourth day a second fish of the same grot^ was
placed beside the first, and I was bidden to point
out the reaei^lances and differences between the two;
another and another followed, until the entire family
lay before me, and a whole legion of jars covered the
table and surroimding shelves; the odor had beoom� a
pleasant perfume; and even now, the sigjbt of an old,
aix-inch, worm-eaten cork brings fragrant memoriesi
The i^ole gyoup of Haomulona was thus brought into
review; and whether engaged upon the dissection of
the internal organs, preparation and examination of
the bony framework, or the description of the varloua
parts, Agassis '8 training in th� method of obsorving
facts and thair orderly arrangement, was ever accom
panied by the urgent exhortation not to be content
with them,
"Facts are stupid things," he would sey, "until
hrou^t Into connection with some general law,"
At the end of eight months, it was almost With
raluotano� that I left th�s� frl�nds and tiirnM to
lns�cts| but what I gt(in�d by this outalde �xp�rl�no�
has b�en of groater valu� than yaars of later Investi
gation in my favorit� groups ,2^3
"
33 Eharhardi, op. cit., pp. 134-138, citing Whit�, Th�
Papers , Articles, and^MemoSNBTbi 1 la of wilbert W. Ifoite, Vol,
IS, sec, 7, citing Appendix American ^oems , Houston , Osgood
and Co., 1680.
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Mies Belle Johnston, a student of �Ehite�s, has siaa-
isopiatd vhat she feels to he the essence of Agassis's
method in these words j
Observation�Self-Reliance
More Observations� Interest ,
Careful Observations�Absorbing Interest
Minute Observation-^Sastery^
ffiae Bible student who approaches the lord with the
persistence of Aggasiz^s pupil will midoubtedly reap a
rioh reward* However, to those who lack either the persis
tence or the time consumed in that learning experience, a
few suggestions as to prooodure will provide guidance and
encouragement* fhese are not to be followed in any set
order; the main thing is that one learns to answer adequately
the first question of an ihductive approach, "lhat do I see?"
To become a good observer, one must �oquire the
habit of aeeing units�of analysing into structure* Every
natural object and every oreated object consists of divisions
or units which are organically related*^^ The object takes
shape to us only when we recognise and correctly identify
these parts *�^ The Bible is no exception to this rule.
Tho^u^ it is much more than literatuu*e, its truth is ccsmnu-
34 Bhes^J^ardt, op* oit*. p. 138, citing Ihite,
� P* o*
35 Kuist, 0�. oit. , p. 99*
56 Ibid*, p. 102*
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nicattd to us in the foi��i of literature, and therefore the
only way to grasp its truth is through a grasp of its liter*
�ry structure, le hove noted that the first step in an in
ductive approach to the Bible is to observe or see. How
we note that the first thing one must see is structure.
Structure is two-fold, consisting of units of material
and the relationships between these units. Various types
of units await the Bible student's exploring eye, 1h.e words
or terms are the smallest units. The words are grouped into
sentenses I the sentences into |>ara|p;raphs ; the paragraphs
1^^^ segments i the segments into sections; the sections
.Y.nt�.lly into bookt.SS o�. eould .v�> go on Into gro�p-
ings of books. Some of these units are obvious; others will
take study to determine. The version of the Bible can be
either a help or a hindrance in this process. The King Ja^es
version, with its division into verses and lack of para
graphs, has divided the text in artificial and fragmentary
manner whleh makes It harder to reoognlze natural divisions.
The American Standard and later the Eevised Standard version
improved the situation by instituting paragraphs and group
ing the paragraphs Into segments. However, their divisions
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should not neoossarlly h� considered final in onefe study.
In identifying units one can proceed from the
smallar %q the lajE^er, or from the larger to the smaller.
The former is more suitable for a short book and the lat
ter for a long book. However, before beginning t^e struc
tural analysis of any book it ie helpful to read it ^roug^
or scan it for a "bird's eye" view.
As he proceeds In his identification of structural
units, the student will find hlmaelf seeing relationships
between these units, so that by the time his analysis is
complete he is deep in fascinating discoveries conoeraing
structural relationships. For instance, as he Is identifying
the terms in Fhillppians, he will try to probe into the mean
ing of that familiar but nebulous term, "in the Lord." la
doing this, he will notice that this or a similar term
occurs frequently in the book�a relationship of repetition.
Or he is observing sentence units in l^heslans. Having be
come aware of the fact that Paul's long Introduction to the
book le only one sentence, he will go on to locate its sub
ject and predicate, and discover to i^at all the "according" �s
and "whioh" <s and "in iiiom"'s refer�a grammatical relation-
Ship. Or, as he names paragraphs In Ixodus and groups them
into sesaents, he will discover that in ttie history of
Israel blessing is followed by testing, testing by unbelief,
and unbelief by punishment�a logical and chronological
relationship.
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Seeing etrijeture, tben. Involves Identifying units
*nd discovering relationships between them, processes
that often go along hand in hand.
A good way to sharpen up one's power of awareness
of each unit, no matter how small or large, is to use a
check list, fhe student could check to see that he Is
aware of the key persons, the key places, the key events,
and the key ideas.�� Another way of doing approximately
the same thing would be to make frequent use of Kipling's
six serving men:
?*! have six faithful serving men
Wno taught me all X know.
Their names are "lhat and ^ere and l^en
And How and |^ anar%o.�^^
The teehniquo of discovering relationships can also
bo developed by the use of a check list. The student
could look for units which are alike; which are unlike;
whioh are repeated; which are tied together logically;
which are emphasised by being given more space or de�empha
sised by being given leas space In the record.*! utiite
has compiled a olasslficatlon of relationships which Is
helpful as a guide t
39 Joseph M. Gettys, How to BnJoy Studying the
BXble (Richmond, Virginia i JoKn Siox Press, 1946), p. 17.
40 Hudyard Kipling, cited by Tralna, op. cit.. p. 43.
41 Gettya, op. cit., p. 26.
Ill
^* Poppaylgon {Reaemblane� ) �
!� In sound��.g., Hi^, nigh,
2, In appearancs���g. , Eagle, Tulture,
S* m meaning�Road , Way,
4. In use�Pen, Pencil,
II� C?ontrast
I'Z In sound�VibLisper, ihistle,
8, In appearanoe�Giant , Plgi^.
3. In meaning�Higib, Low,
4, In use�Pencil, Eraser.
III. Contiguity
1. In time�May, Flowers.
2, In space--Horth pole. Ice.
3. In aacperience�Ihunder. Fright.
4. In history�Charles V,, Henry VIII,
IV. Conjunction (Logical connection)
11 Cause and effect�Sun, Heat.
2m Means and end�Fen, Writing.
3. ^ole and part�Ai^e, Gore.
4. Abstract and concrete�Fruit, Apple.**
Having discovered units and relationships between
units, the first aspect of the student's work Is complete.
lhat is, he has seen the structure. And with this seeing
has come the "opening of the understanding," duo to a
mastery of ^e content such as he had never before acquired.
But he is not quit� ripe to give himself aholly to the de
veloping of the Interpretations whl<^ Imve been budding from
his observations. In his obaerving, he must not only see
the struotiire j he must feel the tfyture,*^ fie has analysed;
42 White, The Forerunner of a Manual , p. 41,
43 Thou^ the term "structure" is used in this study
in the sense In ahlch it Is used by Kuist, the term "texture"
is not used technically, but to gather ttp looaely In one
work certain features which characterise a passage as a whole.
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now he muet eyntheelKO. Probably he has already done this
In a general way, but he needs to round out the prooess
before prooeeding to interpretation, fie must aesm� the
attitude of the young girl, who, having previously satis-
fled herself about the workmanship and the material of a
new evening gown, settles back during her "date* to enjoy,
when no one is looking, the softness of the velvet , th�
rustle of the taffeta, the sparkle of the jewelled
buttons, the swish of the full skirt �
Eadb piece of literature has its own fom, whioh the
Student must bo sure to notice.** Perhaps it is a little
lyric, like the One Hundredth Psalm, or a thundering ser
mon, like Amos, or a personal letter like Philemon, or a
brief news report, like Mark. Then there is the matter of
stylo*^�eaoh author has his own, ranging from the simple
but profound utterances of John to Paul � a lengthy unravel-
lings of trsemendous ideas, bi^ken by periodic bursts of
emotion. Literary units have atmosphere The student
should sense the tension of the moment when lathan declared,
"Thou art the man;" the tranquility of tdie gre�n pasturss
** Tralna, 0�. cit., p. SO.
*6 Kulst, 0�. cit., p. 105.
*6 Tralna , 0�. oit., p. 45.
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In the Tw�nty-tlil3?d Psalm; tha passionate p\a?pose ot
*thia one thing I do;* the ti^ansoendent gloiy of that
hour **ian amidst shouts and tmaapetings oe shall meet
the Lord in the �ir#
Having used his powers of observation to the full,
the student has eoa^leted the first step of inductive
Bihle study. He has analysed the atruoture into its divi-
sicms until he has mastered the biblical paasage* Be haa
synthesised, too**gained through a grasp of form, stylo
and Atmosphere its texture, its "feel," until the passage
aa a whole has maatered him* Kow he is ready to step from
observation into interpretation and from Interpretation
into application* His accurate, vivid answers to tho ques
tion "fflhat do I see?" assume tho form of rich insights when
he probes, "^Waat does it mean?" and beoome transforming
ideas and ideals as he ponders , "fhat does it mean to me?"
For instance , his mastery of structure enables him
to grasp the significance of the term "in the Lord," In
Phillppians* This should result in a better understanding
of tho profound, vital nature of the believer's union with
Christ, a discovery which may revolutionise hla Christian
experience *
Or the mastery of the structure of that long intro
ductory sentence in Ephesians may yield an insight Into
his "spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ"
which he never had before* As a result, he will be chal-
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lenged by �u8taialiig values wfeleh lift him to a new plane
of Christian living.
Or the diacovery through a aegiaental study of Ixodus
of a tragio oyole of blessing, testing, unbelief and punish
ment miay lead to the diseeming of a similar oyole in his
own �xperienoe. The discovery of t^is integrating idea
could lead to the overcoming of a major im^�dim�nt to
achievement for Ohrist.
All this oan result from the seeing of the strueture
of a biblioal passage, "^e same sort of thing grows out of
a sensing of the texture.
Beeauss � the student has acquired the "feel'* of pas*
sages as a whole, their spirit has mastered him. As ho
learns to sing tho (^e Hundredth Fsalm, or to listen to
Amos* sermon with baited breath, or read throu^ Philemon's
eyes tho lett�r from FaUl, or to see th� vivid action of
Jesus* life throu^ Mark's report-^in other words, as ho
grasps the form of biblical passages, Bible truths become
alive and concrete. Tho recognition of style and atmosphere
also make the passages live, as the student becomes acqmln-
ted with the contrasting personalities of John, Paul or
|>avid, as he enters into the awfnines s of Bavid's slni the
rest of having th� Lord as shapherd; the all-Importance of
centering life around one gial; the certain victory afforded
hy the "blessed hope," Because the texture has mastered him.
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the attident feals tls� Impaot of the peraonalitlea of the
�Ihlei senaea the drama of Bible aituationsj becomes aware
of the reality of Bible truths.
Havitig learned to begin his study by aociirate obaer-
vation of structure and texture, the Bible student is able
to construct meaningfxal interpretations, and is inspired
to mke effeotive applications to his own life.
le hOTO taken a birds*eye view of the meaning in papae-
tical tems of inductive Bible study; now let us summarise
the processes we have been describing, ^at are the main
foatinres of this method, its outstanding characteristics 7
Ktiist gives four featia��s of the inductive quest
which should characterise Bible study.**'
First, it sho^d bo direct. That is, the text book
for the study of th� English Bibl� should be the Bnglii^
Bible! Ho text or commentary, however helpful as an addi
tional tool, oan give th� access to the essence of the Bible
afforded by direct contact with th� text.
Second, in order that the oontaot be direct, it must
be experimental , That is, the laboratory rather than the
leottir� is the better method of instruction. Thus the
studont ejp�rienc�8 th� Joy of first-hand discovory as he
47 Howard Tillman Kulst, "The 0s� of the Bible in the
Forming of Men," The Princeton S^lnary Bulletin, 38:4-10,
June, 1944.
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eoms Into gripe with the hihlieal material.
This brings us to the third feature of the method,
the training of the eye as a primary instrument of discovery�
e tharpenlng and refining of the student's powers of peroep*
tion which corresponds to harrowing th� gi^ouzMi to receive
life-giving seed*
And fourth, the most comprehensive feature of this
method is its personal character, fhe ctaltur� of the eye
is aoeoQ�pani.#d by oultur� of the he^t, as the mind, heart
and will of th� student are given wholly to his study.
Thus, to be truly "re-oreative , " the induetiv�
4|uest must be- direct, #3cp#rim�ntal , perceptive and personal*
The suitability for young pyopl� of the inductive
pethod. Our eatamlnation of tho inductive method of Bible
study has already resulted in an awareness of its benefits.
low let us note spoeifioally how completely and in n&at way
it provides an anawer to the need of young people for an
adequate method. &o th� steps of the inductive <|uest load
to the goal of Bibl� studyt In order to answer this ques
tion, we shall need to refresh oia* minds on our biblical and
payohologioal findings concerning the fmot ion of the Bible
in tho Ohristlan education of youtta.
According to the princlplea derived frcaa o\ir study of
the Bible, the funotion of th� Bible la to provide instruc
tion and illumination�that is, a deep awareness of the
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nioftaing of divine trutn. Induetive Bible ettady, because
it develops tho powers of observation, leads to the accu
rate sight which in turn leads to deep insight.
fhe basic attitude of the Bible student, we learned,
is receptivity issuing in obedience* Ihis attitude of re-
ooptivity-*�f coBing to the Bible without a host of roady-
mado interpretations and attitudes, but ready to let it
speak for itself�is a basio featta*� of the inductive
method. Furthermore, as a personal method, it Is conducive
to appropriation and obedience on the part of the student.
^o bibliosl methodology, w� dlscovored, consists of
diligent study resulting in skilled grasp, and meditation
issuing in deep understanding and enjoyment . These two
methods seem to correspond with the two-fold aspoot of ob
servation, analysis end synthesis* io noted that analysis,
the process of seeing struetwe, results in a mastery of
the eonteot by the sttident, while synthesis, a conte�i>latlng
of tho texture or the passage as a i^^ole, issues in a mas-
t�ry of the student by the oont�nt, an Is^arting to him of
th� reality of its truth, fhe skill and devotion whioh
young fimothy was exhorted to apply to his Bible study are
characteristic of th� approach of th� inductive Hble
student to his work.
turn ing to our psychological basis for Bible study,
va shall see Just what Inductive Bibl� study can do to
make the Bible a formative foroe In the llf^ of young people.
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Th� first fonaatlv� foro�, 8i2staln�d �fforts re-
stilting In good hahlts and th� d�v�lop�ent of aklll, le
on� titlllz�d In the Induotlve method, Th� ability to
obaorve, as Illustrated by th� story of Agasais, is on�
which la gain�d by rep�at�d efforts. And the ideal tlimi
for acquiring proper habits and skills is during the
plasticity of youth.
The acquiring of integrative ideas Is another forma
tive foroe which Induetiv� atudy is particularly suited to
utilize. For one thing, it is direct and experimental.
During thia transition period mhon th� young person la
facad with intalleotual and spiritual problems whioh he
feels he must work out for himself, he can be challenged
to find, by his own indopondont study, the biblioal answers,
rather than taking the word of parent, pastor of devotional
book. Furthermore, the process of observation is one whleh
leads to the grasp of relationships, the seeing of parts in
oonnoctlon with wholes , which is essential to the discovery
of integrative ideas. As the significance of the terras,
the relatedness of the paragraphs , and th� sweep of the
books are mastered, the young person will acquire a biblical
perspective whioh will give order and unity to his Intellec
tual world. And since inductive study Is personal. It can
furnish for him th� quality and variaty of lnt�ll�ctual
and aplrltual nouriahmant exactly suited to his indlvldiaal
needs .
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Induotive stiady can meet the need for obtaining
from Bible study sustaining values and contact with
auperlor personalities, through the prooess of observa
tion, the senaes of the student are trained to catch the
vivid reality of Bible truths, characters and situations.
Baving beccmie live people and concrete ideals, they are
able to offer the challenge which a young person demands
ef the ideas to which he gives his loyalty. And again,
because the inductive method is a personal method, the
right models of ^ristlan living oaa be presented In the
rii^t order, to suit his growing capacity to appreciate.
'ihe inductive method aids in th� discovery of values and
in their deepening. Because all his powers are absorbed
in gaining si^t and lnsl#it into Bible trut^, his mental
outlook beeches saturated with biblioal idaals. As w�
discovered, it is this kind of continual contact with hij^
ideals which gives strength to keep them in the midst of
the adverse influences pressing in upon the senses of the
modern American young person.
fhe steps of inductive procedure can lead to the
fulfilling of the goal of Bibl� study, both from th�
biblical and the psychological standpoint. !lh� young
person will grow, at his own rate, in his own way, toward
spiritisal maturity, and the Bible will become a formative
force in his life, as he leame how to mine for himself
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th� rl0h�s of sorlptwo.
III. SUMMARY
In ipli o of the faot that the Bible was designed to
be a valuable instrument in Christian education, many
young people are reaping little or no benefit from Bible
study. !Ehls is because they have hot been tau^t an fl^e*
quate method, a series of steps whl<^ will lead to the
goal, md are using instead methods which yield barren or
faulty results.
fhe steps involved in induct ive Bible study ar�
obsox^atlon, interpretation and application. Hion a stu
dent follows thoae stops In ord�r, he begins his sti^y by
careful observation of �tructure and toacture, and upon these
accurate observations bases meaningful interpretations and
effect iv� applications. His 8tu% is charaeterlstloally
direct, experimental, perceptive and personal*
AS he acquit'es the teohniquo of mastering the Bible
for himself, the young person will b� able to fulfill the
Scriptural standard for Bible stitdy, a gaining of instruc
tion and illumination, with an attitude of receptivity
issuing in obedionoe, by m�ans of dllig�nt study and medi
tation. His psychological needs and characteristics will
also be cared for; tdaen he follows the inductive procedure,
the Bible will furnish, as & result of sustained efforts.
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tfe� intsgratlv� ideas, atjatainiiig valmea and oontaot with
eraatiwa pers^alitiaa whioh will become fopmative forces
in his yotaag life, and lift him to greater heights of
achievement for his Lord.
AH EXAMPLB OT ADEQUATE BIBLl ^WY BST YOtJHG
PEOPLE
XntrodmtOTj remarka , The following exasqple of
the ihdnotlve method i� adajsted from a record of actual
Bihle @t\^y and toaching in a claaa of young people* The
prelimjjiiary aeotion mentions some techniques of grasping
a Bihle book as a K^^le* The devotions- preceding the
lesson furnish an oxaaplo of the significant personal
applications whidh grow out of careful observations* Tho
lesson proper consists primarily of strtictural analysis,
featuring most prominently tho observation of terms and
relationships among terms, and the discovery of gransaatical
and parai^aph relationships*
It is in stlMulatlng sessions like these that young
people ar� acquiring a skill In and love for Bible atudy
whioh will remain with them for th� rest of their lives*
The sample session shows yet another skill in action:
the ability to lead students in th� advanture of dlscovar-
ing for themselves th� truths of Scripture * An analysis
of th� lesson will reveal that the chief secret of success
lies in asking th� right qu�stion�f and than utilising
skillfully th� responses made* By means of �ff�ctlv�
questions the teacher leads the students step by step in
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thftir investigation of the biblical material, stimulating
th^ to become acquainted with all the relevant facts; to
probe into terms for meanings they have overlooked; to re
late the facts they have discovered; to determine tho li^li-
cations of these facts and relationships. By means of
appropriate comments the teacher gives direction and Inspi
ration to the class discussion, clarifying contributions,
suBanarlaing discoveries at Intervals, and occasionally in-
sorting pertinent Information, But the trend of the class
session is dependent upon the thinking of the students as
guided by the teacher, rather than consisting of the
teacher * s discoveries, to which the students add questions
or contributions. The funotion of the teacher Is to stimu
late and direct the students in their work, not to impart
to them the results of his sttady.
The skill of inductive Bible teaohing as demonstrated
in the following session is acquired only by persevering
practice. However, It results in a profit and satisfaction
on the part of both student and teacher which can be gained
in no other way.
A sample session of inductive study and teaching.
The class of young people which we shall observe Is engaged
in an exploration of the book of Amos. Before we join them
we shall take a brief look at the work which has preceded
this session.
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AtteT readiag through Amob at one sitting and
noting thair gonoral impressions, the class made a study
of the historical background of the book, using Kings and
Chronicles as sources of information, and characterised
the times politically, economically, socially, morally
and religiously, fhey fotmd that strife with adjoining
nations, oppression of the poor by the rioh, loose morals,
dead ceremonialism and idolatry characterized Amos* time,
fhey gained further perepectlTe as they mads a chart vhieh
placed tho book historically, and a map whioh located the
book geogrophically,
next they searched the book for olues concerning the
author, and found him to be a forthright herdsman from
f^kosh, #1086 prophecies of doom were intensified by a deep
realisation of man*8 sinfulness and impotence in contrast
with God�s holiness and power.
they then divided the book into several main sections,
and decided that its thome as a liiole was Judgment.
Following this preliminary acquaintanceship with the
book as a whole, the class went back to the beginning, and
launched Into a more detailed analysis. They traced through
the first two chapters the Judgments pronounced upon one
nation after another, noticing how the preacher struck
closer and closer home, until he had begun a tirade agalnat
Israel, They examined the details of Israel's sin and
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impending doom e� developed in tiie third and fourth ohap*
tera, A careful atudy of the aignificance of the grammati
cal atruoture, the climaxea, the vivid figures of speech,
shed lig^t on the nature and progress of the prophet �s
argument. Often in the opening or closing moments of the
class sessions, students and teacher shared the Insights
which they had received as Amos* message had gradually un
folded before their eyes.
Bow they are well Into Sn analysis of the fifth
chapter, with its deepening lament at Israel's doom. As
we join the class for a session, we find a half doson
young people seated in a semi-circle, listening ehlle
their teacher. Miss Taylor, leads the devotlona .
Miss Taylor f several years ago, Amos made Newaweek� in
October, 1049. The setting of this article in the
section on Bellglon in the magaslne le in East Harlem,
Hew York City. Krs. Sodrlgues was the mother of
seven and was expecting her eighth child, and saw her
little girl, Maria, run over by a coal truck . There
wer� thos� who took advantage of this situation for
ends of their own. Two howpa after the accident, a
representative of a Red- line labor party came with
sympathy, politloal handbills and piromisea of action
in city council. But six weeks later, the Rodrlgues
family was evicted trcfm their tenement house. This
time a new source of help appear�d on the seen��
Don B�n�dlct, a whit� minist�r in Harlem, and a fel
low negro preacher. They raised funds through a
Spanish newspaper, filed a charge against the landlord
for unlawful eviction and began to mak� arrangaments
for permanent housing for this family . The next
Sunday, th� negro preached a sermon based on Amos li3
and 2 {6 which spaak of judgmant because of ripping tap
women and children to enlarge their border, etc.
After that sermon, one negro made this remarks "Boy,
1 bet Amoa had landlord trouble tooJ" �h�n I read
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that, X wondarad If Aisoa had bec<�ae that real to
you. 'Q^ere waa a live reaponae to the xneaaage of
Amoa. I thought you might ji^are any suoh respouae
that you have made.
Ellen ia the firat to speak.
Bllen: The thing that struck me in lai^ preliminary read
ing of Amos was the sixth chapter, where it says,
"Ibe to them that he at ease in S^ion..." la my own
life and in the lives of maaiy Christians that are my
close friends, I notice a tendeney to take the bless
ings that Ood has given so for granted that we don*t
seem to realise our responsibility to those who
haven't had our privileges.
Miss faylort Tea, that tendency to ooniplacency in all of
ua is certainly real,
John almost always has aomethlng to aay.
Johnt There la very little in here where Amoa speaks in
&aj other way than as an authoritative messenger of
God I everything he says grows out of "Thus salth
Jehovah." Ho doesn't try to argue out everything-
he says, "Ood told me this."
Hiss Taylor j And for you, what do you see, thent
Johns We have a revelation from God, and therefore our
message is authoritative, and we ahould look at it
that way, and tell it to others that way.
Tom I I think the introductory part of the book ia some
thing we could well apply� the way in which the
Israelites must have listened to Amos' condemnation
of other nations with a certain aatlsfaction, even
joy�not realizing that he waa leading up to their
own condemnation. I )mppened to think of the affairs
that are going on In Washington, for Instance�how
we condemn the situation, and fall to realise that
perhaps we aren't in the condition that we should be
in spiritually. And It might be well for ua to con
sider oiirselves as having a part in those Washington
scandals, even thottgh & m&all one.
Miss Taylor nods.
Miss Taylors It's very easy to separate ourselves, and
not feel any blame for what our nation doea.
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Hath&n: fhere oertainly haa been one outstanding
thing that Amos has coi^emned me for, and that Is
the ritualism of the insincerity of worship that
he mentions most*
liiss fayiori that is significant, isn�t it? The thing
that strikes us hardest seems to be mentioned the
most *
llfeere is a long pa\xse* Finally Joyce's quiet
voice breaks the stillness*
Joyce J The thing that I noticed ospeolally waa the
relationship between iM�os and his 0od� He was so
close to Him that when the Lord asked him to pro
phesy^ even thou^^ it were in another land, he Just
couldn't help doing what the Lord wanted him to do*
I just wondered, am X that way?
Mias Taylor t How wonderful it would be to experience
that Inward compelling of the Lord, so that we
couldn't help but do what He says*
She waits a few mtuaents before eoneltiUiing the
devotional period*
Hiss Taylors Here is a long prayer list that our study
of Amos has brought us* Let us then look to the
Lord before going ahead with the analysis of this
section*
After silent prayer and a short closing one by the
teacher, there is a rustling of pages as the stu
dents &pen their Bibles to the passage in the
fifth chapter which la under consideration. In
order to tmderstand the trend of the conversation,
we shall need to pay close attention to the Scrip
tural passages on which it is based*
(14 Seek good, and not evil, that ye may live; and
so Jehovah, the God of hosts- will be with you, as ye
say* 15 Eate the evil, and love the good, establish
justice in tho gate: it may be that Jehovah, the God
of Hosts, will be gracious unto the resycant of Joaeph*
16 Therefore thus salth Jehovah, the God of hosts,
the Lord: bailing shall be in all the broad ways***}
Miss Taylor: The last time that we met, we were looking
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at ohnptev @, and we had found these two sections
where Invitations are given to the people to return
to Jehovs^, and we had just looked at the 14th and
15th verses, where the principle was given, "sstahlish
justice in the gate . , , that is, do something about
this in your daily life," Then we discovered in
ver�se 16 that there waa a "therefore" and the thou^t
that followed "therefore" was walliiig and mourning.
It started us that Amos should have followed an eahor-
tat ion to seek God by the statement that therefore
ther� would be wailing and mourning, Ellen was ready
to explain it, and we�ll start rl^t there* she la
going to tell us why 16 and 17 follow 14 and 15,
Kllen evidently has a solution to this structural
riddle �
men: X feel that 14 and 15 Is a section that has been
inserted Into the continuity of the passage, which is
continuing tho messag� from before wh�n h� is tsUing
thorn about their sins. 1 think that 16 follows dirac-
tly after 13 s "Therefore he that Is prudent shall
keep silence in such a time; for it is an evil time, � ,
therefore � , * walling , � , ," Verses 14 and 15 have
been inserted as an extra exhortation.
Hiss Taylors Bow did you arrive at thatt
Kllen; It just flashed into my mind. I just got the Idea,
Miss Taylors Tou sensed that he says this parenthetically
because he wants to urge them to repent. Is there any
other idea that you have?
Sllen's Interest in th� problom has led to th� dis
covery of another relationship,
Ellens Jkioklng at the over-all pictur� of chapters Ito 6
inclusive, I found a series of "therefore" 's, eaoh fol
lowed by a little more information than the last one.
In 4sl2 he says, "therefore will I do unto thee, 0 Isrsal,
, , ," Ear� he follows the "therefore" with wailing. And
over in chapter 6 he says "therefore" they will go into
captivity.
Miss Taylors So you are saying that this "therefore" fits
into the larger context. We have no trouble in fitting
it in there, but what about the immediate context, in
this chapter? It does not s��m quit� logical to put it
right th�r�.
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Jolm has oaught tha payohologieal relet lonahlp
which Ellen haa dlacovered.
*fohns mhen evageliata are apeaklng today�they Juat turn
to the congregation and plead with them, and then they
go on with their mesaage of warning. If the people had
been listening In verse 13, they would know that he waa
breaking off from his main line of thought.
Jean goes on witb the idea.
Jeant Do you suppose that while he was relating their sins
and the judgment that waa to come-'-do you suppose he was
trying to let them know this oouiLd be averted if they
turned from their sins?
Miss Taylor; Could anything else be implied?
Tom feels the author's style may be the answer.
Tom: I was thinking of that before. Occasionally, he in
jects something like this but tisually right on the heels
of it, there la a statement something like this $ that
they won't. "If ye would, I know this will happen,
but I know you won^T."
Miss Taylor I In that case the "therefore" would follow logi
cally, we have then two possible explanations. You may
want to go on thinking about it.
There Is a pause, and then the teacher turns to a
consideration of the second paragraph.
Miss Taylor: Ifotioe how complete he Is in his reference.
lhat follows "therefore"?
waits while they note the description of
approaching distress.
(16 therefore thus salth Jehovah, the God of hosts,
the Lord: wailing shall be in all the broad ways; and they
shall say in all the streets, Alast alast and they shall
call the husbandman to mourning, and such as are skilful
in lamentation to walling. 17 And in all vineyards shall
be walling; for I will paas throu^ the mldat of thee,
salth Jehovah. )
Miss Taylor: Khat literary device to you note. ... very
simple literary device?
X30
Hathanj 3oem*t h# us� th� same thing over and over againt
*iaa Taylor* Ha uaas repetition � Let's look at the variona
terms he uses*
^e writes WAILUR� on the blackboard ,
BJias Taylors Maat does this term indioat� to you?
Joyce: It's all over*
Jeans It's in public.
Miss Taylors IShat word does he use the next time?
Torn s Mourning.
llOUHIflHO is placed on the board.
Miss Taylors And That's connected with what?
Tom s Husbandman *
Kiss Taylors The next word?
Joyce t Lamentation �
The teacher adds LAMBHTATIOH to the list on the board,
then draws attention to the term, husbandman.
Miss Taylors If you read the Matthew account of Jesus
raising Jairus' dau^ter, you find the professional
mourners already here, lhat is the significance of
"Oall the husbandman to mourning and those that
are skilled?"
John: In a oondition like this, they cannot just hire some-
one to do their mourning for them.
Tom's ihtez*pretation seems more relevant.
Tomt Maybe there will be a scarcity of professional mourners,
snd husbandmen will have to be called from their occupation.
Miss Taylor nods and retuz^s to the list on the board.
Miss Teylors What is the next word?
Ellen : liailing.
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WAILUfS o<mpXeta� tike liat.
Mlas Taylors There will he wailing � � * mourning � � �
lamenting � � � wailing. By piling up these words of
similar meaning, Amos has given an Intenaified picture
of despair. If we consider how expresslTe an Oriental
is of his ttnotions In public, we can get a better pic
ture of the scene he ie dosoribing. � � � How, what is
th� rest of the paragraphf lhat is your next con
necting word?
Joans For.
Hiss Taylors Th� word "for" i^lios what?
Jeans It implies a reason is going to be given.
Miss Taylors And what is the reason for all this walling?
Hathans "I will pass throu^ the midst of thee."
Miss Toylcr s tibat doea he mean by that?
Johns Well, it asaociates In my mind th� Lord paaaing
throu^ at th� fas sever, you know.
Miss Taylor s But did He pass through at the Paasover?
Jbbns (grinning sheepishly): Bo, I guess He paased over.
Miss Taylor s This passing through will be a very different
sort of occasion. The "for" indicates that it will be a
cause for walling. Incidentally, what does he signify
by showing that there are those who will wall?
Joans That thare will be some left.
Miss Taylor : Tea, ther� will b� eome loft. Ev�n h�r�, you
sense that there will b� a ramnant, don't you? . . . Bow
for th� next paragraph. He has told them that there will
be mourning and lamenting because God will paas through.
How does the writer on? How doea God continue? Give
the relationship of the next paragraph.
(18 Woe unto you that desire the day of Jehovah I
Hherefore would ye have the day of Jehovah? It is darkneaa,
and not light . . .)
John 'a mind haa evidently aklpped the paragrax^ rela
tionship and is Intent on the atmosphere of the
paragraph .
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Johtij well, It h&B a tone of doom when it says, "Woo
unto you*" It looka as though they had been looking
for His ceasing�sort of superficially, maybe.
Miss Taylor feela that these observing eyes need
to be put into sharper focus.
Miss Taylor: Does the context back up that interpretation?
How does he describe those shorn he addresses? mio are they?
John: Those ifeo desire the day of Jehovah.
Miss Taylor: And what does ho tell them. Give me points
1, 2, 3. What does he tell them?
John; He asks them, "Why do you want it?"
It is Jean's twn to oome up with a snap Judgment.
Joan: Do you suppose he is referring to those who don't
actually desire the day but by their very aetiona call
forth the day?
Miss Taylors Do you think the words here suggest that?
Jeans To me, it suggests the attitude of those who think,
"I,et it oome."
Miss Tfiy lor insists that the term be correctly observed.
Miss Taylors @ut what word does he use concerning looking
toward the day?
Toms Desire* So these people he is talkisig to really want
the day to cease.
Miss Taylors Amos isn*t implying, then, that they don't
really dssire the day. He is correcting their thinking
concerning the day. In what way does their thinking
need correcting?
Nathan : He says that the thing you are wishing for--
Bllen: Tou don't know what you are desiring. Tou don't
know the nature of it.
Miss Taylor: That's the nature of wishful thinking, isn't it?
you think it will provide a way of escape for you, but
you just aren't facing the facts of the situation ....
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What does iyoos use to make it esthetic that this day
is not going to be what they think it is?
.^he waits for them to glanoe throu#i the paragraph*
(18 Woe tanto you that desire the day of Jehovah i
Ihorefor� would yo have the day of Jehovah? It is darkness,
and not li^t* 19 Aa if a man did flee from a lion, and
0 bear bit himj or went into the house said leaned his hand
on the wall, and a serpent bit him. 20 aiall not the day
of Johovah be darkness , and not lig^ht? even very dark, and
no brightness in it?)
Jean: He uses contrast. It will be a day of darkness, not
ligjbt .
Joyce J Metaphors , which are figures of speceh.
Nathan : Ho, aimilea�ho uses "as if."
Miss faylor : And? . . . � And rop^tition, too, isn't it?
The contrast of darkness and light is atated three
times in the paragraph. How does he enforce the
third time?
Tomt Very dark, no brightness.
Miss Taylor s How do you relate that lion and bear picture
to his statement that there will be darkness and not
light?
Joyces If you were running away from a lion and met a bear
instead, that nould be Just as bad�
Ellens Espeoially if it were dark*
The class roars *
Jeans Running to a house for safety and encountering a
serpent is the same idea as the lion and bear incident*
Miss Taylors And what conneotican do these have with the
idea of darkness?
Tomt These similes are illuatrations of what he means iriien
ho says that the day will be a day of darkness. He
first tells them that the day won't be what they expect,
and then he describes the way it will really be to
correct their wishful thinking*
Miss Taylors we've found so far today that he had told them
the what (lamenting) and the why (God will paas through).
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Bow what does he tell theia in this paragraph?
Johnt The how. He shows how Ood will pass through�
that it will be a day to dread, rather than to look
forwaard to the way tbey�ve been doing.
Miss Taylor J How, how does the next paragraph fit in
with his arguaent?
{21 X hate, I dospise your heasts, and X will take
no delist in your solemn assemblies. 22 Tea, though ye
offer me your burnt -offerings and meal -offerings, X will
not aooept thorn j neither will X regard the peaee-offerings
of your fat beasts. 23 Take thou away from me the noise
of thy songs; for I will not hear the melody of thy viola.
24 But let justioe roll down as waters, and righteousness
as a mighty stream, )
Hathans He shows that they have been trying to appeaae
Him by their own means, which are unacceptable in
Sis si^t.
Miss Taylors ited how does that relate the two paragraphs?
Wtf does he mention that next?
Sathant To Justify this Judgment which he has been pro
nouncing. It shows the why of all that he's been saying.
Miss Taylor probes for another relationship between
the paragraphs ,
Miss Taylor s Thoa� whom he addresses in verse 18 have
offered what objection?
Toms That they are secure in their solmsnlties. They
would not but be that way, "We have done everything
that the Lord requires . ** They have been religious.
Miss Taylor s And so he begins in this paragraph to explode
that excuse. Now, again, what literary device is here?
Observe the pronouns. Iffiiat ere they?
Jean s I ond you �
Miss Taylors Outline the whole paragraph on the basis of
the pronouns.
A* they are mentioned, Mias Taylor writes the paw-
nouns on the blackboard.
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I despis*
1 Hill tak� no doliglat ia
I will not ftooopt
I will not regard
I will not hear
-your heaata
-your aas^bliea
-your burnt offerings
-your peaee offerings
-your (musle)
Miss Taylors was there a variation in this last �*! will
not" statement? liae there a new element there?
�Joyoej yes. Take away.
Mias Taylor: le adds this new element. It is like saying,
"I will not. I will not. I will not. Therefore,
take away."
She glanoes thouf^tfully at the list on the boazHl.
Mias Taylors iow does this analysis of structure help us
to gat at the meaning?
Jeans Well, it doesn't leave any doubt as to the position
of Jehovah.
Miss Taylors That's certainly true. There are enough
Instances in which he expresses his opinion of their
practioes .
Toms lell, that takes care of every feaat, and even their
praises. Mono of them are aooeptable to Ood.
Miss Taylors So It removes that prop. Any other observations?
John: It shows God's part and their part.
Miss Taylor: Yes, and In doing so brings out the contrast
between them and Jehovah, doesntt it? Is there anything
further? Is there any hiatorleal significance to these
things they are doing? Did they make them up themselves?
Toms Mo, those are laws.
Miss Taylor s Is God then repudiating His own laws?
A pussled silence reigns.
Miss Taylor : Wsll, is there any other part of the paragraph
that helps clarify that?
iathans The last verse, I should think.
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Ml 8 8 Taylors ta what way?
Mathans E� aays, "Tak� away this typ� of thing that you
ar� doing, but �stabllsh just la�."
lll�ns I auppo�� h� ��ana that outward forma ar� no good
whon th� poopl� ar� living th� kind of lives th�y ar�,
Tom s��s a relationship between this and othar
parts of Amos,
Toms It se�ms that Justlo� and rlg^taousnoss Is a thing
that so far in th� book Is oontrastad with their
o�r�monl�s,
Miss Taylors iher� haa he mentioned anything like this
before? That is, anything about the dlsorepanoy between
their praotioe and their profession?
Joyoos In the section ti*ier� he said, "Don't go to Ollgal
and Bethel to make all those sacrlflcea." There he made
th� application that Ood la lnt�r�sted In the heart
attltuie.
Miss Taylor: The same reference. Even In their religious
worship, they were pleasing themselves,
Johns In the first paragraph of chapter 4, he outlines
their sins, and rigbt next to that, he tells about their
correctness in religious performances, but how they
failed.
Miss Toylors nfell, then, can you s\mu&arize what Amos is
saying in this paragraph that says, "I hate your feaats,"
and so on? Oan you sunmiarlze that in any Hew Testament
words?
Johns Well, Jesus told them not to show off like the
Pharisees did.
Jean: And he said, "judgment muat begin at the house of God."
Mies Taylor: Is ther� anything in an �pistl� that �xpr�ss�s
this sam� thing?
Ell�nj There is the vers� in Oorlnthians, "^9:iatso�v�r y� do,
do to th� glory of God."
Toms Ik>w about James? He says, "You say that you have faith.
miell, ahow me your faith by your works."
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Ml SB fttyloFf Isn't that what God Is saying to them harat
He doesn't oare anything abont their religious forms
if at the same time their praotioe in their dally lives
is contrary to what their forms eacpress. � . How does
God continue, then, in verse Sd? He has knocked that
prop out fr<�a under them, fhey can't claim that they
are truly religious. Does ie continue in the same line,
or doea Bo go into a new thought?
(25 Did ye bring unto me sacrifices and offerings in
the wildemosa, O house of Israel? 26 Tea, ye laave borne the
tabernacle of your king and the shrine of your Images, the
star of your god, whioh ho made to youraelvea.)
Kllen; A new thou^t� Ie brings in the wilderness sacrifices.
Miss Taylor? Well, why talk about their history? What
their forefathers did Isn't the responsibility of
those people.
Tom 8 It shows that their rejection of true worship at that
time kept them out in the wilderness at that time.
Miss Taylor } Ihere Is a historical precedent, isn't there?
The results before were staying in the wilderness. It
suggests to thm that there is a parallel here. Let's
analyse these words a little more cloaely. %hat is
the question that le aska?
mens Did you bring to me sacrifices in the wilderness for
40 years? Tea, but you really didn't. Tou didn't bring
them to me .
Hiss Taylor: How does God stay out of verse 86?
Jean: I was going to say 1 can't find where they had any
sacrifices to God. Sere it says, "Tou sacrifice to
your king.*
Miss Taylor: Tes, we might deviate a little here. Tou are
emphasising the pronouns. Head this passage emphasising
the pronouns.
Jean: "Bid yo bring unto me sacrifices and offerlnga In
the wilderness forty years, 0 house of Israel? Tea, ye
have borne the tabernacle of your king and the shrine
of your Images, the star of your god, which ye made to
yourselves."
Miss Taylor: Tho accent on "me" Is important In the first
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lino, isn't it? And the other pronouns indioate
that they must have brou^t sacrifices to idols even
in that time. JeremiaOa 7t22 refers to a similar
type of thing, although we don't have the hiatory
fully recorded for us. How, what does verse 27 do to
complete this unit of thought?
(27 Therefore will I cause you to go into captivity
beyond Bamascus, saith Jehovah, whose neme is the God of
hosts. )
Hathan: Another "therefore." He has knocked holes into
their excuses for not deserving judpaent, and now he's
repeating his prophecy that there will be Judgment.
Miss Taylor t So it tells ue again the "what." lhat else
does the verse answer?
John : #iere .
Miss Taylors And where is it?
John: Beyond pamasous.
Miss Taylor: Miat is the new information that the people
get from this verse?
Joyce: They begin to get acaae conception of where the
adversary is coming from.
Miss Taylors ^ere ie the first time that the prophet
mentions the adversary as the means of Judgment?
Ellen: In 3:11. "Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah $
An adversary there shall be, even round about the land;
and ho shall bring down thy strength from thee, and thy
palaces shall be plundered."
Miss Taylors 9^at did we comnent would be in the minds of
Israel when they heai^d that?
Ellen: Mho?
Miss Taylors Tes, who? Egypt is quiet. All the borders
have been pushed back. ISho could it be? iTow he gives
a hint as to iho it will bo, though Assyria is still
unnamed.
She glances at her watch.
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Mies Taylor: It wovlA be a good Idea to review the whole
book aojaetlme Juat by the "therefore"' a . For next time,
review th� first five chapters and erystallla� your
review In a test which you think would b� a good tost
over th� first five chapters, and give your ansfiors.
lake a list of the questions that you can't answer.
ISier� Is r�ally only on� thing to do�It Is r�vl�w.
Force yourself to think of good questions and then
answer them. Tour skill In study Is measured a good
deal by your ability to ask questions. A business man
who took this course onoe said that when he was hcmie
studying he could hear me asking questions.
The bell rings, and the class, smiling and atlmu-
lated, rises and leaves in a hub�bub of noisy
�nthusiasm.
SUMMABY AW OOHOLUSIOSS
It was the basic contention of this stndy that
adequate Bible study iti^ould be an Integral part of the
Christian education of today's youl^,
Th� bibl leal foundation for this contention was
that <3hristian education is a prooess of spiritual growth
to whioh the Bible is an Indispensable Instrument, fur-
niahing instruotion, illumination and discernment as It
is spproached receptively, studied diligently and medi
tated upon oontlnually.
Tho psyehologioal confirmation Ibr this contention
lay in the fact that profitable Bible study will ftipnlsh,
as a rest2lt of sustained efforts, the integratlTe ideas,
sustaining values and contact with creative personalities
which are instrumental In producing Ohristlan chapacter.
It was noted that �any Christian young people are
reaping little benefit from their Bible atudy because
they have not been taught an adequate method, and that,
on th� othor hand, the studant who usos th� induetiv�
m�thod �ngagas In careful observations, and builds upon
them meaningf\il interpretations and effeotive applications*
The study was concluded by a glimpse of an adequate
method in action, aa the book of Amos was explored induc
tively by a class of Ohristlan young people.
mmmmwm.
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